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Important Notes for Teachers of Visual and Performing Arts
To teach learners effectively in this learning area, you need to understand the following:
The syllabus rationale
• This learning area facilitates the acquisition of visual and performing art skills and
competencies. Such skills are are essential for national and self-identity. These skills
are also important for entertainment, employment creation, problem solving, critical
thinking, creativity and self-discipline.
• Visual and Preforming Art embraces inclusivity.
The demands of the syllabus
a) What content are you supposed to teach?
Remember: THE INFANT SCHOOL Visual and Performing Arts syllabus covers theory
and practical activities in areas such as: sculpture: history of arts and culture creative
process and performance aesthetic values and appreciate art technology and enterprise
skills. This enables learners to be exposed to a wide diversity of visual and performing
arts programmes that develop excellence, originality, confidence, self- identity, ability to
communicate and identification of talents.
b) How many syllabus topics?
There are FIVE of them and they are the same from ECD to Grade 7.
•
TOPIC 1: History and culture – of music, of visual arts, of theatre and of dance
•
TOPIC 2: The creative processes and performance – in music, in visual arts, in
theatre and in dance
•
TOPIC 3: Aesthetic values and appreciation - in music, in visual arts, in theatre
and in dance
•
TOPIC 4: Arts technology - in music, in visual arts, in theatre and in dance
•
TOPIC 5: Enterprise skills - in music, in visual arts, in theatre and in dance
c) What assumptions are you supposed to have as you teach a given level?
The syllabus assumes that learners have innate or natural abilities to:
• use their voices, gestures and sign language to express themselves
• express themselves through movement
• explore the basic elements and principles of design
• respond to stimuli through movement
• appreciate visual and performing arts
• manipulate available resources in the environment
d) What are the broad teaching aims/why teach this at all?
So learners:
• become literate in visual and performing arts.
• appreciate Zimbabwean history from pre-colonial, colonial and chimurenga/umvukela
eras.
• value confidence, self-esteem and self-expression and practice skills necessary for
creative expression.

•
•
•

incorporate the use of technology in visual and performing arts.
develop psycho-motor skills through visual and performing arts.
value copyright in Visual and Arts performing Arts.

e)

What are the underlying objectives of the syllabus? What should learners be
able to do?
Learners should be able to:
• perform in a chosen area of arts with consistency, artistry, technical ability and
proficiency.
• attain creative skills that progress towards literacy in dance, theatre, visual art and
music.
• express ideas and feelings through music, dance, theatre and visual arts.
• acquire basic enterprise skills in music, dance, theatre and visual art.
• solve problems creatively through imaginative thinking.
• develop natural abilities and potential to acquire techniques in visual and performing
arts.
• Protect own and other people’s work.
• familiarise with characteristics of theme-based works of Zimbabwean dance, music,
theatre, and visual art based on the themes of family, community and school from
various historical periods.
• recognise works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art as a reflection of societal
values and beliefs of unhu/ubuntu/vumunhu in the past and present.
• determine the impact of significant contributions of individual artists in dance, music,
theatre, and visual art from diverse cultures throughout history.
• recognise the significant contributions of individual artists in dance, music, theatre,
and visual art from diverse cultures throughout Zimbabwean history.
• evaluate the impact of technology and innovation in music, theatre, dance and visual
art.
f) What teaching methods can you use so that you teach effectively?
In this syllabus, some of the learner-centred and multisensory methods and approaches
that can be used to learn Visual and Performing Arts are suggested below. Principles of
individualisation, concreteness, unification and stimulation should enhance your implementation of these methods.
a)
d)
g)
j)
m)
p)

Animation
Story telling
Integrated learning
Educational tour
Survey method
Research

b)
e)
h)
k)
n)
q)

Notation
Group work
Simulation
Gallery walk
Problem solving
Poems and Rhymes

c)
f)
i)
l)
o)

Song and dance
Games
Resource method
Discussion
Experimentation

What art forms are regarded as visual arts?
Be clear what they are:
• They are art forms such as: ceramics, drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking,
design, crafts, photography, video, filmmaking, and architecture.

•

In this art form, artists use canvas, paint, clay, wood, stone or various other materials
in their environment to create physical artistic objects.

What are performing arts?
• They are a form of art in which artists use their voices or bodies, often in relation to
other objects, to convey artistic expression.
• Performing art forms include several disciplines, each of which is performed in front
of a live audience.
• Examples of performance arts are: theatre, music, dance, and other kinds of
performances are present in all human cultures..
• The performing arts can help explain our emotions, expressions, and feelings
• Artists who participate in performing arts in front of an audience are called performers.
Examples of these include:
actors, comedians, dancers, magicians, musicians and singers. Performing arts are
also supported by workers in related fields, such as songwriting, choreography and
sound engineering and stagecraft.
• Performers often adapt their appearance, such as with costumes and stage makeup,
stage lighting, sound, etc.
What is involved in music, visual art, theatre and dance?
You cannot teach what you do not know or understand yourself. Here is some information
you may find useful.
•

Visual arts:
- examples are ceramics, drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking, design, crafts,
		 photography, video, filmmaking, and architecture.
- In this art form, artists use canvas, paint, clay, wood, stone or various other mate
		 rials in their environment to create physical artistic objects
• Theatre: is the branch of performing arts which is concerned with acting out stories
in front of an audience. In the acting, the performer uses a combination of speech,
gesture, music, dance, sound, etc. Any one or more of these elements is performing
arts. Theatre also includes plays and musicals.
• Dance: refers to human movement, usually in response to music. It also assumes this
dance will be used to entertain an audience entertainment
• Music: teach learners that music:
• is an art form which combines pitch, rhythm, and dynamic in order to create
		sound.
It can be performed via a variety of instruments and styles.
- There are many genres such as hip hop, pop, and rock, etc.
- As an art form, music can occur in live or recorded.
It can be planned or improvised.
- Impacts our emotions.

g)
Cross-cutting themes
The Visual and Performing Arts learning area should encompass the following crosscutting themes:
• Heritage Studies
• Climate change and environmental issues
• Human rights
• Children’s rights and responsibilities
• Child protection
• Financial literacy
• Gender
• Sexuality, HIV and AIDS education
• Disaster risk management
• Collaboration
On any work that involves music and dance:
• Avoid abstract examples. Children learn best when they do engage with live material
or when they interact with familiar things.
• They have to sing notes, watch video clips or live performance to grasp key ideas.
• Children are better with gadgets of technology than most adult people – they may
surprise you how much they know. Involve them in the “discovering” or in the
“creating” of clips – anything to do with technology.
• Many suggestions have been made to use ICT devices as learning and teaching
resources. Ideally, streaming videos of performances of music/dance/theatre is the
way to teach most concepts, but the reality on the ground may not allow for this. If
you cannot have learners watch videos or a movie: there are great scenarios provided
in the Learner’s Book which you can teach use very well to teach the very same
concepts
• As much as possible, use resource people or visit places where the visualising and
performing can be done. Talking alone and use of chalk will not be effective.
On any work that involves drawing or visual arts:
• When drawing, learners need adult permission, approval, and affirmation to draw in
a natural, childlike way.
•

When teachers verbally ask them to draw what they notice based on their own
observations, they should help them without specifying an adult drawing style. It is
understandable that they may be hesitant and lack confidence at first. This is because
we adults teach them many new skills when we show them how we do things. They
naturally assume that the teacher will also show them how to draw things. However, if
you draw for them, it can be very frustrating for them because their ability to replicate
our drawing is not yet developed.

•

Furthermore, if they learn to copy our drawing, they are not developing the much
needed habit of looking carefully at the subject themselves.

On any work that involves theatre:
• It is important for learners to watch video, movie, TV or film clips where concepts
are clearly evident or play out. That is the best way to learn theatre concepts.
• Many suggestions have been made to use ICT devices as learning and teaching
resources. Ideally, streaming videos of performances of music/dance/theatre is the
way to teach most concepts, but the reality on the ground may not allow for this. If
you cannot have learners watch videos or a movie: there are great scenarios provided
in the Learner’s Book which you can teach use very well to teach the very same
concepts.
• Internet access is necessary. If you cannot gain access, use your phone to download
– or use movies you may have in your collection to use the action or selected parts as
examples. Be creative!
Finally
How much learners will enjoy this subject will depend a lot on you! You will have to be
as creative as possible. Allow learners to express themselves freely and enthusiastically.
Long before a lesson, get familiar with technical aspects of music, dance, music and visual
arts yourself – including the specific vocabulary used. You need to do lots of research in
advance of the lessons. Let teaching of this learning area be as much fun as possible.
There are innate abilities in every human being. Would it not be wonderful for you to be
the teacher who helps the learners find their innate creativity?
Good luck!

Topic 1: The history of arts and culture
CHAPTER 1

The history of our music
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) identify the social functions of music.
b) sing songs that are sung during social functions and identify meanings of songs
sung during different social functions.
c) assess gender roles in indigenous music.
d) say how music has used technology in the past and present.
e) incorporate children’s rights, responsibilities and unhu/Ubuntu/vumunhu in their
improvisations.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners have been taught that music performs many functions, many of them
social in nature.
b) They are aware that songs have meaning.
c) Learners have attended a funeral and sang at a funeral.
d) They have sung in church.
e) They have been taught about work party songs.
f) Learners know common gender roles.

Background information and useful teaching notes
[NOTE: in the notes are suggested preparatory measures you the teacher need to take,
or material you can collect well in advance of a lesson, for example recording of songs
sung at social functions. The prepared teacher is an effective facilitator.]
• In every society, there are some social functions which take place and are attended
by all members of the society.
• Social functions such as funeral, religious and work party gatherings are common
in all societies.
• During these social events or functions, various songs are sung which are in line
with/suit the event.
• Gender denotes sex (whether male or female). Traditionally, there are roles that
are gender-assigned, for example:
- hunting long ago was a preserve for man, while grinding or pounding was
woman’s chore.
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-

•

•

On the other hand, in social functions, women lead the singing and dancing.
At funeral gatherings, women are the most active participants. They are in
charge of the singing throughout the night, in songs that involve and call-andresponse.
In this section of the chapter that looks at gender roles in music, let learners
analyse and appreciate gender roles in music, explain to them such aspects of
our society.
Technology has transformed the music industry in tremendous way. The ways
in which music was played and stored long ago and how all this is done
today are worlds apart - from the use of the records and cassettes (long ago)
to the use of memory cards, flash discs and smart phones (in this new era).
For effective teaching, and to facilitate learning, have ready pictures or videos
of these tools ready and let your learners trace the historical development of
technology in music.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pictures of people singing in various social functions
CDs, DVDs, with music sung at religious, funeral and work party gatherings
Musical tools such as TVs, smart phones, tape recorders on which you and
your class can playback or record songs
Pictures showing women singing in various social settings
CDs and DVDs with women singing
Musical tools such as TVs, Smart phones,
Charts with pictures showing gender roles
Pictures of technology used in music/musical tools such as TVs, smart
phones, radios, etc.
Charts with pictures of technological tools

Skills to be developed
Cultural gender sensitivity; singing

1 – 2 The social functions of music
Lesson development
Introduction: Introduce the lesson by showing learners various pictures of people
at various social gatherings.
Step 1: Lead a discussion on how music is closely related to social events.
Step 2: Learners discuss songs related to social functions such as funerals,
		 weddings, religious and work party gatherings.
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Step 3: In groups, learners collect pictures of people at various social gatherings.

Conclusion
Learners sing songs sung at these social gatherings.

3 Gender and music
Lesson development
Introduction: Show learners pictures of people performing various gender roles.
Step 1: Play CDs and/or DVDs with songs that depict gender roles. Discuss the
		 lyrics with learners.
Step 2: Lead a discussion on the analysis of gender roles in music. Allow learners
		 to give their own views as well.
Step 3: In groups, learners compose songs which depict gender roles.

Conclusion
Conclude the lesson by allowing learners to sing and play their compositions.

4 Historical development of technology in music
Lesson development
Introduction: show learners pictures of various technological tools used in
music.
Step 1: Discuss how the technology in music has evolved over time. Ask learners
		 to identify the technological tools which were used long ago.
Step 2: Learners play music on the modern technological tools available.
Step 3: In groups, learners play music on old era tools, for example gramophones
		 and radio cassettes.
Step 4: Ask learners say what the differences are.

Conclusion
Ask learners if the new music technology is better than the old.
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5 Children’s rights and responsibilities in improvised songs
Lesson development
Introduction: Ask learners how the laws of Zimbabwe protect them especially and
why they need that special attention.
Step 1: Put them in groups where they will improvise a song on that special
		attention they must get (their rights) and what is expected of them
		 (responsibilities). Help them brainstorm as method ically as possible. They
		 have been taught how to improvise songs in previous grades, so you
		 should just facilitate.
Step 2: Play music on child rights and have them listen to the lyrics.
Step 3: Learners write their lyrics (using the melody of any recorded song as they
		 wish) - make sure the lyrics are few. Record them as they sing.
Step 4: Playback the recording of them singing. They will love hearing
		 themselves sing!

Conclusion
Ask them how they think they sound (self-assessment).

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 1.1
Accept any social gathering song and any answers that show good or firm grasp of
ideas or concepts taught.
Activity 1.2
Guide them to the correct identification of gender roles.
Activity 1.3
Accept answers that show proper identification of technological tools and knowledge
of how they are used. Learners are very technology savvy so do not assume they do not
know. Allow peer learning where/if possible.

End of chapter questions
1.
5.
6-10.

Nhimbe		
2. To make work lighter.
3. Wedding
4. Work party
appease
Answers will vary – accept any answers that show a firm grasp of key ideas or
concepts.
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Practical activity suggestions
1. Help learners to recap what happens at a bira ceremony. Also make sure they
collect or gather or the right materials to make bira costumes.
2. Make sure the songs they sing are the right and that they choose appropriate
dances.
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Topic 1: The history of arts and culture
CHAPTER 2

Visual arts development in the post-colonial era
Objectives

By the end of this lesson, learners should be able to:
a) describe the role and development of visual art in post-colonial era.
b) trace visual arts development in the post-colonial era.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
1. Learners know that we have certain art forms which are linked to our history
and to our experiences as a people.
2. They also know that art, culture, beliefs, traditions and values are passed on
from one generation to the next.
3. They are aware that visual arts and real life are connected.

Background information and useful teaching notes
[Important note: Since the syllabus is spiral, it is assumed that: as much as possible,
you will recap what was taught about the history of visual arts development in
previous grades - to the extent or degree your class needs. This will ensure that
every learner has enough knowledge to grasp the next layer of knowledge.]
• This topic focuses on how visual arts development has developed from precolonial times to present day. In preparation for the lessons, you will need to
find pictures of visual art in post-colonial period. Learners need to understand
that for indigenous Africans, arts resided in their society, among the people, in
the environment; in their collective memory, in their aspirations and their minds.
• Discuss how architecture, painting and sculptor work has evolved since
colonial days.
• Also tell learners that:
- Many people have admired the design of buildings and houses in our
		 villages and towns. These buildings were designed by good architects.
- Buildings have changed in design, style and type of construction materials
		over time
- Art was the first method our people used to record the history of their
		 culture. The paintings served as a form of communication even before any
		 language was spoken.
- There are many rock paintings found in our country.
- Sculpture is a popular art in Zimbabwe. Many years ago, sculptures of
		 hugebirds on pillars were created in soapstone.
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- Sculptures were used to decorate something or for various religious and
		 cultural ceremonies to bring good luck to someone, e.g. fertility statues were
		 supposed to bring lots of healthy children to a family
• Some sculptors in Zimbabwe work in media other than stone. Artists make metal
work and wire sculptures.

1-2 Architecture in the post-colonial era
Suggested teaching and learning resources
• ICT tools with images of visual arts
• Pictures of visual art
• Samples of art

Skills to be developed
Identifying; describing, discrimination or visual literacy; drawing; modelling
manipulative skills

Lesson development
[NOTE: The teaching should happen over two lessons. Where one ends and another
begins depends on the step you are at by end of the first lesson.]
Introduction: Find out what they know about colonial times.
Step 1: Show pictures of pre-colonial architecture and colonial architecture.
Step 2: Talk about buildings in pre-colonial and colonial period pointing out the
		 differences between the two.
Step 3: Introduce learners to architecture and teach them about the job of an architect.
Step 4: Explain that architecture is the art of designing spaces, such as buildings, to fit
		 human needs.
Step 5: Learners discuss what an architect does and how architects use math, science,
		 and art to create their designs.
Step 6: During the discussion, introduce new architectural terms such as column,
		 dome, and arch, and identify their component shapes.
Step 7: Brainstorm with learners about what materials buildings can be made of
		 such as adobe (clay), wood, bricks, stone, concrete, metal, and so on.
Step 8: Display images of the works from the Learner’s Book on pages 11-15 as
prints or on the overhead projector if available.
Step 9: Ask learners to identify shapes. Learners should also identify architectural
		 elements discussed in step 6.
Step 10: Before going outside with learners, ask them to describe what their school
		 building looks like. What forms (arches, etc.) does the building have? What
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		 colour(s) is it? (Learners may realize that they have never really looked at
		 the building that they use every day.)
Step 11: Go outside with learners, chairs, and sketching materials (boards, paper,
		 and pencils) to observe and discuss the materials, architectural elements, and
		 shapes of the school building.
Step 12: Discuss the use of colour in the building and how the colour changes with
		 light and shadows.
Step 13: Explain to learners that colour mixed with black and white creates lighter or
		 darker values or tints. Have learners sketch the school for 10–20 minutes.
Step 14: Back in the classroom, have learners use black crayon to trace the shapes of
		 the building. display them alongside their sketches.

Conclusion
Learners describe the types of found buildings in the three periods, that is, pre-colonial,
colonial and post-colonial. Ask them to say in their own words what the connection is
between time or history and art or architecture.

3 Visual art painters in post-colonial Zimbabwe
Suggested teaching and learning resources
• ICT tools with images of visual arts
• Pictures of visual art
• Samples of art

Skills to be developed
observation; writing; communication

Lesson development
Introduction: Talk about Jojo the painter as he was presented in the Grade 2
Learner’s Book.
Step 1: Talk about the rock paintings by Bushmen.
Step 2: Emphasise that it was the beginning of painting.
Step 3: Learners look at pictures of Bushmen paintings and discuss.
Step 4: Learners talk about colonial era paintings which were mainly landscapes to
		 show Europeans the quality of life in our country.
Step 5: Talk about black painters and how they do not paint much.
Step 6: Introduce Nonny who is a visual painter in the post-colonial era.
Step 7: Learners discuss the many paintings done by artists now.
Step 8: Show pictures of artists displaying paintings in pavements, galleries, shows,
		 trade fair.
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Step 9: Learners should know about the National Gallery from previous grades ; talk
		 about how this gallery has promoted painters by exhibiting their artworks.

Conclusion
Learners discuss the paintings they observe.

4 – 5 Sculpture in post-colonial Zimbabwe
Suggested teaching and learning resources
• ICT tools with images of visual arts
• Pictures of visual art
• Samples of art

Skills to be developed
manipulative; visual discrimination or visual literacy; describing

Lesson development
Introduction: Talk about stone sculpture in relation to Zimbabwe birds. Let learners
share their knowledge about these birds and what they symbolise (they have studied
them in previous grades).
Step 1: Learners talk about Dominic Benhura and the artwork he does.
Step 2: Learners talk about other sculptors like Irene Madamombe or Katiyo.
Step 3: Learners describe the media used when sculpting; stone, wood, metal, wire.
Step 4: Explain the concepts of carving, etching, scratching to come up with
		artworks.
Step 5: Talk about other sculptors who work in metal and wire.
Step 6: Learners talk about their knowledge of sculpting.
Step 7: Discuss how sculpture has grown to include the Heroes Acre and the
		 Bulawayo Cultural Centre.
Step 8: Discuss wire sculpting and how popular it is amongst young boys in some
		 rural areas. Allow learners to freely share their experiences.
Step 10:Explain how sculpting, especially stone sculpting, has crossed boundaries to
		 regional and international markets.
Step 11: Talk about Chapungu Park in America.

Conclusion
If time permits, let earners collect materials to use to try sculpting. Learners can
choose to work either in stone, wood or wire to practise sculpting.
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Suggested answers to activities
Activity 2.1
Walk around often to monitor work and to facilitate correct answers. Make sure group
is working well and that each child is contributing or participating well.
Work in your groups and talk about the buildings Tino saw in town.
1. Accept any reasonable answers. The point is for them to zero in on the main
differences between architecture in high density buildings (houses, shops,
churches) in Warren Park and that found in shops, factories, churches, houses etc.,
in towns.
2. Facilitate the process of drawing the structure or building. . Be careful not to stifle
creativity. They have to draw since they will be assessed on the ability to draw.
Traditional shapes such as circles, square or rectangular should come out. If they
draw a pair of buildings, make sure they show the differences between them, for
example, a house in high density and a house in low density, or a Christian church
and a mosque.
Activity 2.2
1. If there is internet access, let learners Google online shops where Zimbabwean
paintings are showcased and view the artwork.
2. If your school is near a gallery, it is worth your while and theirs to view the
paintings.
Activity 2.3
1. Sculptors carve wood or stone to make artworks.
2. Bulawayo Cultural Monument and the Heroes Acre are examples of public metal
sculptures.
3. Wire
4. Kuda and his friend make wire toys. That is called wire sculpting.
5. Arthur Azevedo was a famous metal sculptor.
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End of chapter questions
1.
6.

A 		
2.A 		
3. C		
4. B. 		
5. C
Any of these:
a) They have accommodation built above or behind them.
b) Some have offices above them.
c) Some of the larger buildings have a car park below ground level, shops at
		 street level, many floors of offices above that and a flat for the caretaker at
		 the top.
7. The idea is to test visual literacy using picture on page xx which shows the type
of buildings on Samora Machel Evenue. Give marks for any reasonable answers.
8. This is meant to test critical thinking. They should also compare colonial era
buildings to modern ones. Give marks for any reasonable answers.
9. Heroes Acre Monument and Old Bulawayo Cultural Monument. We should be
proud of them since they express or tell about our history and way of life.
10. They appreciate the art and it appeals to them. Give marks for any reasonable
answers.

Practical activity suggestions
Facilitate the process of collecting materials and modelling of the urban or rural area.
If they model a pair of buildings, make sure they the differences between them.
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Topic 1: The history of arts and culture
CHAPTER 3

Preserving and conserving visual artworks
Objectives

By the end of this lesson, learners should be able to:
a) identify ways of preserving and conserving artworks.
b) list ways of preserving and conserving artworks.
c) analyse ways of preserving and conserving artworks.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
1. Learners know that we have certain art forms which are linked to our history and to
our experiences as a people.
2. Learners know that artworks in galleries and museums need to be preserved for
future generations.

Background information and useful teaching notes
[NOTE: For the lessons in this chapter, you need to be knowledgeable about how artworks
are preserved, conserved and restored. It is advised that you study the processes in advance
and do research if/as necessary.]
Highlight the following:
• The main of most history museums is to collect, preserve, exhibit and interpret
objects of historical significance.
• Over time, all objects begin to deteriorate due to a variety of reasons, such as
environmental conditions (heat, humidity, rain), use and natural decay.
• Preserving, conserving and restoring artworks is meant to maintain them in good
condition so that they will survive for the enjoyment and education of future
generations.
• Teach them that it is important to know how to handle, display and store artefacts
in our homes and in the classroom collection as this can add a significant number of
years to the life of the objects.
• Art collections consist of two basic categories of materials — organic and inorganic.
- Organic artefacts include those made from animal products such as fur, leather,
		 wool, silk, bone, ivory, or feathers and also those made from plant products such
		 as wood, paper, cotton and other natural fibres.
- Inorganic artefacts are those made from non-living materials such as metal,
		 stone, ceramics and glass.
• If preservation is done well, one can slow down or slow down the rate of
deterioration of an art object. Thus, preservation of art can extend the life of an
artefact.
20

•

•

If an artefact requires repair major restoration, or major cleaning, or if basic
preservation measures do not slow an artefact’s rate of deterioration, a
conservator is called upon to attend to the artworks that need attention.
Conservators usually have extensive training in a specific type of material. For
example, conservators may specialise in textiles, metals, photographs, wood,
paper, glass, ceramics, or paintings.

1-3 Preservation and conservation of artworks
[NOTE: There many activities covered in these three lessons and a lot of information.
Take the learners through the steps carefully, at a pace they can manage. The idea is
for them to grasp the main ideas and to be able to say how things are done and why.]

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•

ICT tools with images of damaged visual arts (BEFORE) and restored art
(AFTER); video clips on how to preserve/conserve/restore artefacts
Pictures of visual art damaged visual arts (BEFORE) and restored art (AFTER)
Live samples of art in need of preservation and/or conserving

Skills to be developed
Observation; appreciation; discrimination or visual literacy

Lesson development
Introduction: Show the picture of Gogo using cow dung in the Learner’s Book on
page 27. Ask learners to say what is happening. Explain that long ago, our mothers
and grandmothers used cow dung on some artworks like winnowing baskets to make
them last long and to protect them from being eaten by termites. Make sure they
know the uses of winnowing baskets.
Step 1: Find out from learners how Bushmen paintings have lasted for a very long
		 time without fading – they should know by now (from previous grades). If
		 they don’t, tell them!
Step 2: Explain how Bushmen used strong dye and blood from certain trees and
		 animals as paint.
Step 4: Explain about Bushmen painting rocks on the western side to avoid sunlight,
		 which damages such paintings.
Step 5: Introduce the concepts of preservation, conservation and restoration.
Step 6: In Grade 4, learners visited the museum. Learners talk about artworks in
		museums.
Step 7: Learners discuss Tino’s visit where he met a curator and conservator.
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Step 8: Learners discuss the duties of a curator as narrated by Mavis in the story.
Step 9: Learners describe the duties.
Step10: Learners go on a tour to see a live curator in the story.
Step 11: Learners talk about what the curator is doing and the need for protective
		clothing.

Conclusion
Learners role-play the duties of an art conservator.

4-5 How conservators prepare art for display
The learning and teaching will be done over two lessons.

Lesson development
In first lesson:
Introduction
Learners recap on the duties of a conservator.
Step 1: Learners virtually proceed on their tour in the story to hear about the duties of
		 a conservator.
Step 2: Talk about why artworks need to be conserved.
Step 3: Learners discuss what damages can happen to artworks.
Step 4: Show picture of conservator at work.
Step 5: Learners describe the work being done.
Step 6: Explain that the restoration need to be done care carefully in order to return the
		 artwork to its original state.
Step 7 Learners mime what Benjamin, the art conservator does.
In second and final lesson:
Focus is on how conservators prepare art for display.
Introduction: Learners discuss what they observed the conservator doing in the
previous lesson.
Step: 1 Show a picture of mother mending a school shirt.
Step: 2 Learners talk about this and the need to return the shirt to its original state.
Step: 3 Talk about how conservators assess artworks before they are displayed: for
		 damages, extent of wear and tear and to decide how they should be restored.
Step: 4 Introduce learners to how to restore a picture by showing them a picture
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		 with bumps and lumps. NOTE: here improvisation is called for. If there
		 is no picture use manila paper which is old and have been folded for
		 long time.
Step: 5 Use the collage pictures of Benjamin in the Learner’s Book to follow the
process for repairing a picture.
Step: 6 As you follow the steps with them stop to demonstrate.
Step: 7 Learners describe each stage of the process in their own words. As they
		 do so, they answers question they may have and get more clarity. This is
		self-learning.

Conclusion
In groups learners are given pieces of wrinkled manila paper and go through the
process of restoring the manila paper. Reward creative ideas.

Conclusion
Learners answer questions.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 3.1 and Activity 3.2
Make sure their drawings or attempts to “restore” artwork show some understanding/
application of what has been learnt to date. Do not critique the drawings or choice
of colour. Your focus should be on making sure they use short, small pencil marks
properly (follow what they have learnt in this chapter) as they to mimic the exact
colours found in the original piece of artwork.

End of chapter questions
1.
4.

A 			
2. D
		
3. B
Complete the table by writing 4 duties of a curator and conservator:
Curator
Conservator
a)

b)

c)

Manages or oversees of a
museum

Does the hands-on work of preserving
or conserving the physical and the
aesthetic condition of an artwork.
Takes care of artworks – keeps
Conservators preserve artworks by
them safe, checks their condition ensuring that light, temperature and
humidity stay at the proper levels.
Is in charge of a collection of
exhibits in a museum or art
gallery
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5.
6.

Both do important work — accept any good or reasonable answers.
We need to conserve art so future generations can enjoy it or learn from it.
Accept any good answers.
7. Benjamin tells Tino that conservators have to maintain:
a) the best environment — so they remain in good condition
b) the right light — so they look good when being showcase; do they do not fade
c) the right levels of humidity — so they do not get damaged by dampness
d) pest control — so they are not ruined by pests (droppings; bites)
e) security for the art or artifacts — so they do not get stolen. Their short
		 sentences to say why each of the factors listed a) – e) should assess
		 understanding of the key ideas in each of the concepts taught: art
		 conservation, art preservation and restoration.
8. a) Conservation means keeping it in its original condition for future use by
		 oncoming generations.
b) Preservation of artwork means keeping it in good condition.
9. Answers will vary. Reward reasonable answers which show good reasoning.
10. Answers will vary. Reward reasonable answers which show good reasoning
and good understanding of the work of artwork curator vs that of an artwork
conservator.
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Topic 1: The history of arts and culture
CHAPTER 4

Zimbabwean artefacts and heritage sites
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
distinguish different works of art in Zimbabwean societies.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners have been taught in previous grades that there are many artists in the
country who produce different artworks.
b) They should be aware that our art forms are part and parcel of our culture and our
history.
c) They have been taught that our artefacts belong to different communities and tell
us something about those communities, for example how they live, what they
believe and their beliefs.

Background information and useful teaching notes
Here are facts or ideas to highlight:
• In independent Zimbabwe today, women artists of indigenous ethnicities have
created great works of art.
• Our traditional arts include pottery, basketry, textiles, jewelry, and carving. Among
the distinctive qualities are symmetrically patterned woven baskets and stools
carved out of a single piece of wood.
• The Tonga women are known for their water pipes and baskets.
• Tonga men design and make a special drum and a special stool, both of which they
decorate creatively.
• The Ndebele/Matabele people have several distinct art forms which differ from
artworks of the Shona. The Ndebele a unique style of pottery, bead aprons and
headpieces, house decoration, carving and they decorate war implements such as
clubs/knobkerries and shields.
• For over a hundred years, the Ndebele have decorated the outside of their homes
with patterns which they make using colours they make from the juice of plants,
soil, charcoal and other materials mentioned in the Learner’s Book.
• One form of early design was made with earth pigments, ranging from bright
yellow to brown. The pigments were ground up and mixed with liquid to form a
paint that was used to decorate door and window frames, bordered with charcoal.
• The second form of early designs were made by dragging the fingers through
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•
•

•
•
•

wet plaster, usually cow dung, to leave a variety of markings, from squiggles and
zigzags to straight lines.
In this form of painting, the entire wall was divided into sections, and each section
was filled in with contrasting finger paint patterns.
Beadwork has always been done exclusively by the Ndebele women, who are
renowned for their artistic skills. Their beadwork and bead pattern-inspired mural
paintings, in particular, have become an integral part of Ndebele culture.
The motifs used in beadwork and in wall painting show great vitality and dynamic
response to the changing world around the artists.
Textile designs and crotchet linens are works of art created by the Shona people.
Finally, stress this important context: In the Ndebele belief system, it is only this
older form of painting that has any spiritual significance, and they believed their
artwork endeavours were a requirement or was demanded by the ancestors: to
create cultural continuity. Some Ndebele claim that sickness and bad luck can
come to those who do not recognize their ancestors.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•

Pictures of different artworks from Tonga and Ndebele societies
Samples of art from the same
ICT tools with images of artworks of the Tonga and Ndebele peoples

Skills to be developed
Visual literacy/visual discrimination; selection and organisation/matching

1-2 Artworks of the Tonga people
Lesson development
Introduction: Show different pictures of artworks learners have learnt about
previously. Explain that artworks are made by artists from different parts of the country.
Step 1: Talk about the Tonga women and their art.
Step 2: Draw learners’ attention to pictures of Tonga water pipes. Get them to react to
		them – artistry, functionality, appeal, etc.
Step 3: Learners describe the make-up of the Tonga women’s water pipes.
Step 4: Learners talk about the other artworks from the Tonga tribe; the baskets, stool
and drum.
Step 5: Learners describe them identifying the materials and state what each artwork is
used for
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Conclusion
Learners do the written work.

3-4 Artworks of the Ndebele people
Lesson development
Introduction: Introduce this tribe as people of Zimbabwe who come from
Matebeleland. Just like the Tonga, this tribe has its own unique artworks.
Step 1: Talk about the picture of the Ndebele girls wearing beads necklaces and
		 headdress.
Step 2: Learners react to what they observe.
Step 3: Explain that beads are important to the women of this tribe as they are used
		by women to adorn themselves. Check in your class if there are learners from this
tribe, they could be a source of very good information.
Step 5: Show samples of the tiny beads and discuss the many hours spend to make
beadwork. Ask them what important lessons this may teach!
Step 6: Show learners another picture of mural paintings from the Ndebele. Explain
to learners that again it’s the women artists who do the murals after crop harvest
when they are now relaxed and have more leisure time on their hands.
Step 8: Learners brainstorm the materials used in the murals.
Step 9: Go further and pictures of the inside of a Matobo woman kitchen.
Step 10: Learners talk about the whole look, identifying the shelves, chairs and
decorations inside

Conclusion
Using clay/plasticine/play dough learners mould a Matobo house and decorate it.

5 Artwork of the Shona: textiles as works of art
Lesson development
Introduction: The concept of “textiles” is complicated. Introduce Mrs Shaya and
the work she does. Find out from learners how many can crotchet or have mothers or
relatives who crotchet.
Steps 1 & 2: Discuss pictures of Mrs Choto and Mrs Shaya selling crotchet work.
What do they know about crotchet work? Why is it so common in Zimbabwe?
Do they know that Zimbabwe women are known in South Africa for crotchet
work?
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Steps 3 & 4: Show other samples of embroidered materials and batik. Explain that
batik is both an art and a craft. It is the art of decorating cloth using wax and
dye. Explain that these batik artworks are mainly done by the Shona people.
Step 5: Learners discuss the process of making these materials, especially tie and
dye.
Step 6: Learners answer questions on the process of making tie and dye.
Step 7: In groups learners practise batik-making using newspapers. It is a long
process and may have to be a project that spans a few days or a week of work.
Make it so short and simple.

Conclusion
Learners display their artworks and have a discussion about it.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 4.1
1. water pipes
2. mouth piece
3. drum
4. seating
5. the drum
Activity 4.2
1. Idea of bead making is to teach patience, colour coordination and hand and eye
coordination. Reward creativity and earnestness.
2. Visual literacy is needed for learners to imitate and/or match the décor of the
Ndebele hut in the Learner’s Book.

End of chapter questions
1.
5.

A		 2. C		3.A		4. A
They use them in dance, in storytelling, in traditional ceremonies and to
communicate messages
6. Lessons: e.g. patience; matching; hard work; etc
Skills: good craftsmanship; matching, etc
7. Matobo, in Matabeleland (Southern Zimbabwe)
8. Crotcheting, embroidery; tie and die
9. Using natural talent; passing time, etc
10. Give her pride in her culture and tribe; make her more beautiful, etc
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Topic 1: The history of arts and culture
CHAPTER 5

Child protection and development in visual arts
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
incorporate children’s rights, responsibilities and unhu/Ubuntu/vumunhu in their
visual arts.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners should know by now that visual art and real life are connected.
b) They have been taught that they have rights but with those rights there are
responsibilities.
c) They should be aware that the spirit of unhu/Ubuntu/vumunhu should show in all
they do even in their art.

Background information and useful teaching notes
[NOTE: They have heard most of what will come in this short chapter. The idea is to try
to scaffold knowledge and make it as interesting as possible so the repetition does not get
boring.]
Art does not exist only to entertain but also to challenge one to think, to provoke, even
to disturb, to engage in a constant search for the truth. In the classroom, the arts provide
an invaluable tool through which teachers can address sensitive and challenging human
rights issues.
Highlight the following:
• Every day, children can learn about who they are and what they can do.
• Children have rights and responsibilities. Make sure the difference between them is
clear.
• It is important for each learner to be know the definitions of abuse and to be equipped
to recognise any signs or symptoms of abuse and to know how to report any incident
that upsets them.
• It is important to provide a safe environment for children. Remind them that threats
from adults who do bad things to them are meant to intimidate them and scare them
into silence – if they take them seriously, the abuse will continue or a perpetrator will
get away with it.
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•

•
•

Make them aware that art does not exist only to entertain but it is there to
challenge one to think, to provoke, even to disturb, to engage in a constant search
for the truth
In the classroom, the arts provide an invaluable tool through which teachers can
attempt to address sensitive and challenging human rights issues
As an adult working with children yourself: do not use or allow anything offensive
or anything that is sexually suggestive – be it physical behaviour or verbal
language!

Suggested teaching and learning resources
Posters and picture to show rights, responsible and irresponsible behaviour or abuse of
rights, etc

1 Child protection and development in visual arts
Lesson development
Introduction: Talk about the picture and how what is happening affects children.
Discuss why learners learn to obey and to be polite from adults in the family and
school.
Step 1: Talk about what learners expect from adults.
Step 2: Learners discuss the good and bad things done by adults.
Step 3: Discuss the how fighting parents make a child feel caught in the middle
Step 4: Explain about issues of abuse and their right to say NO!
Step 5: Learners discuss children’s rights.
Step 6: Learners discuss the bad influence of technology and advertisements in their
		lives.
Step 7: Talk about untrue messages portrayed in the media and internet which can
		 harm learners. Talk about images in the media that children should not watch
		 and why.

Conclusion
Learners discuss how they can preserve their rights as children.

Activity
Discuss together the kind of images or visual arts that would be considered to violate
human rights.
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2 With rights come responsibilities
Lesson development
Introduction: Talk about how rights and responsibility are related and about the
cultural norms and values regarding rights and responsibilities of children and
appropriate adult behaviour. This si a very short lesson so most it should be discussion.
Step 1: Let learners read the text quietly.
Step 2: Let me them take turns to tell you what they have learnt.
Conclusion
Let them ask any questions they may have. Adjust misinterpretation and stress what
they should be careful of.

3-5 Posters on children’s rights and responsibilities
Lesson development
Introduction: While the lessons are split in the Learner’s Book, they will be handled
as one unit in this Teacher’s Guide because the idea or the point is the same. What
you want to do is to assess ability to apply visual arts principles and to test grasp of
concepts in the three lessons. It also involves critical appreciation of a work of art.
Step 1: Go through steps in brainstorming ideas for a poster – questions 1-4
Step 2: Let them silently assess the poster on page 50.
Step 3: Then they should speak out their opinions of the aesthetic merits of poster.
Step: Help them work through Activity 5.1

Conclusion
Let them say own what makes a good poster.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 5.1
Accept any reasonable answer.
Activity 5.2
Answers will vary. Accept any reasonable answer.
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End of chapter questions
1. D			
2. A			
3.
4. Accept any good answer.
5. Accept any good answer.
6 -10. Answers will vary. Accept any good answer.
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Topic 1: The history of arts and culture
CHAPTER 6

We celebrate culture through theatre!
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) create sets, props and costumes for a cultural celebration.
b) demonstrate how theatre and storytelling forms may reflect customs, beliefs and
traditions.
c) identify how theatre has used technology in the past and present.
d) incorporate children’s rights, responsibilities and unhu/Ubuntu/vumunhu in
improvised theatre.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners know what props and costumes are.
b) They are aware that different ceremonies and celebrations require different props
and costumes.
c) Learners have been taught that theatre and storytelling are ways of transmitting
beliefs, customs and traditions.
d) They have been taught that theatre has moved from its traditional forms – it has
become technologically advanced

Background information and useful teaching notes
Highlight that:
• There are diverse traditions in Zimbabwe. Learners can take turns to say what
they know about their own traditions.
• Different celebrations require different props and costumes.
• In celebrations, beer and or food are believed to bring people together.
• Societal norms and values are reflected in the ceremonies and celebrations of a
people.
• In lesson 4: highlight that: Theatre evolves in line with what is happening in
society. Highlight to the learners the areas that they may not be well versed with
like theatre in past. The topic has been discussed earlier on and the previous
Grade 4 Learner’s Book may be useful here.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•

Recorded performances of traditional celebrations or
Different props and costumes
Available or easy-to-get audio visual devices
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•
•

Video clips of theatre productions over the time or periods that will be analysed
Smartphones

Skills to be developed
Identification and description; critical appreciation: designing

1 Sets, props and costumes for cultural celebrations
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners talk about celebrations that they know such as Independence
Day, Heroes, Easter, Christmas and any other relevant celebrations. They talk about the
dressing or attire, the food associated with each celebration and any other celebratory
ideas.
Step 1: Present a recorded performance of a traditional celebration to the learners, who
must make note of/ describe the props and costumes.
Step 2: Talk about the celebrations book in the Learner’s Book and their requirements.
Step 3: Talk about props and discuss the ones available in the Learner’s Book or any
you have brought to class.
Step 4: Talk about similarities and differences of props and costumes for the different
celebrations.
Step 4: In groups, learners perform one ceremony or you can ask them to do work
groups, each group working on a different ceremonies to celebrate and show case.

Conclusion
Learners do Activity 6.1. Make sure you test visual literacy or visual discrimination
skills.

2-3 Theatre and storytelling
Lesson development
Introduction: Tell a story with a moral lesson to the learners. Learners will discuss
what they have learnt from the story.
Step I: Explain that ceremonies and celebrations are a way of transmitting customs,
beliefs and traditions. Give examples, let them help.
Step 2: Learners watch one of the recorded ceremonies. They will then discuss what
they have learnt from the celebrations, for example:
purity is a must for all young girls
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food and beer are shared
health is a concern for all people in the community
there are times and seasons for everything
we should take good care of nature.
Caring and sharing are part of the African culture.
Step 3: Learners choose a theme that brings out beliefs, customs and traditions of the
African people with the help of the teacher. They brainstorm ideas, allocate roles,
props and costumes.

Conclusion
Learners perform. Record the show and play back. Let me say how well they did.

4 Use of technology in theatre and film: past and present
Suggested teaching and learning resources
• Picture of an elderly person with children seated under a full moon, in the
village, telling a story – or any image to depict traditional story telling.
• Images or video clips of those resources that are no longer available locally, OR
pictures or images of lanterns and other media used in the past in theatre would
be useful.
• Recorded performance involving the use of and non-use of technology
• Resource persons
• Grade 4 Learner’s Book: The content on the history of theatre and how theatre
technology has changed would be useful here.

Skills to be developed
Appreciation; critical thinking; synthesis; comparison

Lesson development
Introduction: Present pictures of an elderly person with children seated under a full
moon, in a village setting. Learners should talk about what comes into their minds
when they see that.
Step 2: Explain that in the olden days, theatre came in a raw form, with very little
technology.
Step 3: Using pictures and images, present such media as horns, paraffin lamps,
drums, costumes and explain their use in theatre. Tell them the chair or stool
where the story teller sat or mat where he or she sat could be could be added to
the media.
Step 3: From the Learner’s Book content, have the class discuss the changes that
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have taken place over time. If would best to present them pictorially. The
teacher explains what effects the changes have in a particular area, for example,
microphones for voice projection and acoustic sounds for better performance.
Step 4: If possible, watch a recorded theatre performance which is technologically rich
or a recording of street theatre.

Conclusion
After Step 4: Discuss the impact of the use of technology in theatre. If you have
nothing to watch, let them summarise what they have learnt in this chapter. As you
listen, ensure that focus is on changes or differences technological tools brought to the
overall performance.

5 Child protection and development in theatre
Lesson development
Introduction: This lesson is a repetition of ideas they have learnt in previous grades.
Ensure understanding of the concepts rights and responsibilities in general and as
they pertain to theatre.
Step 1: Ask them how children’s rights and theatre are related? What about
responsibilities?
Step 2: How is unhu/Ubuntu/vumunhu related to rights and responsibilities? Ask
as many questions as you can to refer to concepts in the Learner’ Book, giving
examples of real life situations where what is being taught can be applied.
Step 3: Help them with the improvisation

Conclusion
Learners do self- assessment or peer assessment or role play.

Skills to be developed
Test visual literacy/visual discrimination skills. If you have a picture that is bigger and
has same idea or perspective as the one in the Learner’s Book, use that one.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 6.1
1. Costumes:
a) animal skin; magagada
b) Props: produce (mealies); big whisk; spears
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2.
3.

Answers will vary. Accept reasonable answers that show understanding of what
Lwiindi is.
Answers will vary. Accept reasonable answers. Help them find useful information.
Your role must remain that of a facilitator and a time keeper.

Activity 6.2
While this is group work, the onus is on you to help them brainstorm – it will channel
or guide their thoughts. You know the learners well, how you group them should be
strategic in order for the role playing to go as planned. Make sure every learner is
included.
Activity 6.3
This demands that you prepare in advance and gather technological devices. Type of
performance can be a simple role play.
Activity 6.4
Keep it simple. Recording and playback would be very effective. Your role must
remain that of a facilitator and a time keeper.

End of chapter questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C
C
B
Teleprompters
To improve voice projection
It is a performance where 3D projections and a live performance are combined or
done together.
7. Drum and hosho
8. a) Parts/roles where they play roles that suit their age.
b) Parts/roles in which they do not do things that they are uncomfortable with
9. claypot or hari
10. Answers will vary. It is inappropriate for an adult to make such a request. Adults
who are responsible and good would never ask that of a child. Reward any
reasonable answers that show good reasoning.

Practical activity suggestions
Help them gather the materials and make the props. Make sure they match a
celebration to the correct costumes and props
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Topic 1: The history of arts and culture
CHAPTER 7

The history and culture of dance Zimbabwe
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) identify cultural dances from the past and present.
b) outline dances performed by men, women and children.
c) explain the purpose of the dances and use music to accompany own dances.
d) explain why cultural dances change when they are being performed for an
audience.
e) make suggestions on how we can preserve cultural dances.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners know some cultural dances from the past and learners know the areas
they originated from.
b) They have been taught that participation in cultural dances is determined by
gender for some dances.
c) They know songs that accompany some traditional or cultural dances and
understand the purpose of these songs.
d) Learners have been taught why we need to conserve or preserve cultural
dances.

Background information and useful teaching notes
[NOTE: You will have to show learners clips of types of dance – pictures and
describing will not suffice. When you discuss props and costumes, it is also best not to
just talk about them. Find real materials so you teach effectively.]
•

Your teaching efforts must be directed towards making the learners aware of the
types of dance found in various cultural communities within the country.
• For your own research, if you need it, talk to local elderly people — many of them
know a lot about traditional dance in our country!
• Your teaching efforts should focus on enabling learners to be able to talk about
cultural dances, to describe how the dances are performed and which age and
gender groups perform which dance..
- Make them aware of the geographical locations where dance style originated;
		 how the dances express cultural identity; the dance costumes and props — as
		 well as mediums of accompanying dance music and music styles.
- Also explain to them how the same dances came about and how they are
		 viewed or performed today.
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•

•

•
•

They should be able to describe popular dances performed in the present.
Teach them how to cross reference particular dances within their own cultural
community and identify the purpose for each dance in a given community
You will need to explain how the different indigenous cultural groups’ dances
were part and parcel of various day-today activities, celebrations and cultural
practices. Talk about how even today, we use dances in the same ways.
Learners should also benefit from mentorship by experienced elders and experts
within their communities.
Finally, focus on linking new knowledge to cross cutting themes and issues
like unhu/Ubuntu/vumunhu; child rights and responsibilities and cultural
preservation.

1-3 Cultural dances of Zimbabwe and where gender comes in
[Suggest a double period and one more lesson. It is important for learners to view
and imitate dances]
Male, female and children’s dances
Suggested teaching and learning resources
• ICT Tools for showing and downloading clips of local cultural dances (at
celebrations, etc) and pictures of the same from the internet
• Video clips of traditional dances.

Skill to be taught
Recall; critical thinking and rationalising; specified movement. Make sure that all
learners are interactively involved and that no one is left out, ignored or ridiculed as/
when they try out dance moves.

Lesson development
Introduction: Learners should know most of the dances that are mentioned in the
Learner’s Book. Ask them to tell you what they know about cultural dances. If
they can show you the moves, let them.
Step 1: Once you have established what they know, teach new knowledge about
known dances in our society and culture from the past and present and teach
new dances. Bring aspect of gender determining who dances a particular dance.
Step 2: Discuss the purposes of modern dances. Are they still relevant?
Step 3: Show dances done only by men or women or children. Solicit feedback from
the learner on what they understand about dances, gender choice for dances and
purpose of dances. Talk to them to them about gender in traditional dance and
what influenced it.
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Step 4: Get the children to discuss their feelings and thoughts on the different
events and why traditional dance is gender based. Solicit their responses to the
different age/gender specific dances from their culture and from whole country.
Step 5: If possible, watch short clips of dance that is found in our communities.
(muchongoyo, isitshikitsha, chinyambera mbakumba, amabhiza, gule
wamkulu). Discuss the geographic origin of the dances and give any context or
background that you think is relevant. Ask them if the gender restrictions are
warranted or justified (i.e. physicality, energy levels or stamina required, etc).
Step 6: Divide the class into groups. Let learners choose a dance they like and
perform it. They should say why they chose a particular dance (why they like it
most). They should prepare for a brief class presentation.
Step 7: Let the groups present.

Conclusion
Talk about how well they did. Point out what did not go so well. The idea is for them
to learn in a supportive environment, so let them have fun as they do the moves.
Modern or popular dances
Suggested teaching and learning resources
• ICT Tools for streaming clips of modern dances. Or, recording of the same to
play back to class. (They have to watch the dances being performed.)
• Video clips of modern dances to be played back to the class. Make sure you
have playback gadgets which have a big enough screen for the class.

Skill to be taught
Specified movement; synthesis; imitating. Make sure that all learners are
interactively involved and that no one is left out, ignored or ridiculed as/when they
try out dance moves.

Lesson development
Step 1: Watch clips of modern dances. Solicit feedback from the learners on what
they think are the best or most entertaining modern dances and why. Ask them if
gender still is factor in modern dance.
Step 2: Watch short clips of dance that is found in our communities. (muchongoyo,
isitshikitsha, chinyambera mbakumba, amabhiza, gule wamkulu). Discuss
the geographic origin of the dances and give any context or background that
learners think is relevant
Step 3: Talk to them to them about gender in traditional dance and what influenced
it. Discuss the purposes of modern dances. Are they still relevant?
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Step 4: Get the children to discuss their perspectives / feelings and thoughts on
the different events and why traditional dance is gender based. Solicit their
responses to the different age/gender specific dances from their culture and
from whole country.
Step 5: Divide the class into groups. Let learners choose a dance they like and
perform it. They should say why they chose a particular dance (why they like it
most). They should prepare for a brief class presentation.
Step 6: Let the groups present.

Conclusion
Talk about how well they did. Point out what did not go so well. The idea is for
them to have fun.

4 -5 Cultural preservation and child protection in dance
Suggested teaching and learning resources
• A resource person, if possible
• The Learner’s Book

Skill to be taught
Critical thinking; synthesis; rationalisation

Lesson development
Introduction: Ask learners what they think of our cultural dances. As they speak
about them steer them/guide them to a perspective that aligns with syllabus
demands, i.e. they need to grasp why we should preserve our traditional dances.
Step 1: There are five strategies listed and highlighted in the Learner’s Book. Go
through each, explaining in simple terms what the idea behind each strategy is.
Step: Talk to them about where children factor in. What kind of dances can they
participate in? Why those and not others? What kind of costumes can they
wear?
Step 3: Close the Learner’s Book and let learners tell you in their own words what
they have learnt. Adjust reasoning and understanding as necessary.

Conclusion
Ask them if the way they view our cultural dances has changed from this new
learning. How?
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Suggested answers to activities
Activity 7.1
1. This is an activity where opinions should be expressed freely so a wrong answers
is one in which the learner has missed the point completely. Answers will vary.
2. Lists will vary. Let them give reasons for their answers freely and guide them or
facilitate as necessary.
Activity 7.2
1. Make sure learners do not mix dances up.
2. Do not allow them to simply repeat what they have learnt – it is about singling out
“eye opening” knowledge – knowledge which has changed or informed how they
view cultural dances. Guide slow learners to the appropriate response.

End of chapter questions
1.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A 		
2. B		
3.B
True
Gule wamkulu
Ndau
Clarks crew dance
a) They celebrate important cultural occasions.
b) They teach us about each other’s traditions and beliefs.
c) They teach us tolerance of each other.
10. Answers will vary. The idea is for them to grasp the important idea that the elderly
in our society are the custodians of all things cultural. Accept any reasonable
rationalizations.
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Topic 2: The creative process and perfomance in music
CHAPTER 8

The theory of music
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) identify musical symbols in C and G major scales and sing songs written in C and
G major scales.
b) write music in C and G major scales.
c) compose rhythms using simple and compound time signatures.
d) sing rounds and ostinatos.
e) compose rounds, improvise descants and play ostinatos on percussion instruments.
f) sings songs in two part harmony.
g) play tuned and un-tuned percussion instruments.
h) explain dynamic patterns and tempo markings.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners are aware that the scale from which music is created resembles a ladder
with eight notes: do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti, do
b) They have been taught that these musical notes are arranged one after another and
they make a melody when sung one after another. It is on this ladder or scale that
some musical symbols are written (they can recognise these music symbols).
c) Learners can identify tuned and un-tuned instruments and play them.
d) Learners can identify simple time signatures.
e) They know what harmony and tempo markings mean from previous grades.
f) Learners can sing as a group, playing percussion instruments.

Background information and useful teaching notes
Highlight the following:
On music symbols in C and G major scales
• Music can be written in staff notation and in tonic sol-fa notation as well. When
written in tonic sol-fa the method incorporates do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti, do or d r m
f s l t d.
• Doh represents the lowest note and is followed by ray which is higher in sound and
each of the other notes gets progressively higher.
• Doh can be used to represent a major scale.
• A major scale can best be described as musical ladder of sounds ascending or
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•

descending from a starting note as given above in doh ray me fah soh la te doh.
The scale consists of eight notes, with the eighth note repeating the starting
note which is an octave higher or simply eight notes higher. It is possible to
play these notes on the piano starting with any note. A good example, if we
start a scale and play the note C, and then play each of the other succeeding
white notes till we get to another C which is an octave above, we would have
played a major scale. The other notes will be (C ) D E F G A B C. It is then the
position of tones and semitones which makes this scale a major scale.
Musical symbols are the placed on these tonic sol-fa notes for the singer to
interpret the music.

On simple and compound time signatures
These notes could help:
• In tonic sol-fa, when the beat divides naturally into two, it is called simple
time.
• In staff notation, each beat in simple time has the value of a whole note, for
example, a minim, crotchet or quaver.
• Simple time has a time signature which shows the time in which the music is
written. The time signature is place on the stave at the beginning of the piece
of music. It consists of two figures, one above the other. The upper figure gives
the number of beats in a bar, for example 2, 3 or 4. The lower figure gives the
value of the note of each beat and this is where the fractional names of the
various note values are derived for example minim- half note, crotchet- quarter
note and quaver- eighth note.
• On the other hand, compound time is different from simple time. The upper
figure denotes the number of notes in a bar not the beats All that the time
signature 6/8 tells us is that there are six eighth notes in a bar. In compound
time each beat has the value of a dotted note, dotted minim, dotted crotchet or
dotted quaver.
• A that a dotted note can easily be divided into three, a dotted minim naturally
divides into three crotchets, a dotted crotchet into three quavers and a dotted
quaver into three semiquavers.
On rounds, ostinati, descants, two- and three-part harmony
•

•

•

Learners appreciate music when it is taught in an interesting and captivating
way. In order to deliver interesting teaching, the teacher needs to incorporate
rounds, descants and ostinato to mention a few.
Teaching is an art, hence as a teacher you need to employ various techniques of
teaching music. One of the techniques is singing rounds or canons and ostinato.
Singing songs in rounds sometimes makes songs more interesting.
When a song is sung as a round learners are split into groups. Each group
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sings the song independently of the other but starts at a different point in time. The
blending can be harmonious and sweet to the ear. Examples of rounds are given in
the Learner’s Book.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ICT tools to play and write music
*Different music pieces in C and G major/ music written in keys C and G – a must
Pictures of musical symbols as shown in the Learner’s Book
Musical tools such as TVs, smart phones
Charts with simple and compound time signatures
Pictures or videos of people singing rounds
Charts with rounds
Musical instruments available at the school; ostinato percussion instruments

Skills to be developed
Identifying musical symbols in C and G major scales; singing songs written in C and
G major scales; writing music in C and G major scales; reading or interpreting musical
symbols

1-2 Music symbols in C and G major scales
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners sing the modulator up and down, down and up, several times.
Step 1: Explain to learners the process of writing music in major scale, starting with the
scale of C major and G major.
Step 2: Ask learners to identify musical symbols in various songs in the C and G major
scales.
Step 3: Name the symbols they have identified in the scale of C and G major. Learners
write songs in C and G major.
Step 3: Learners sing songs they have written in the scale of C and G major.

Conclusion
Let learners sing the scale of C major and that of G major up and down.
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3-4 Simple and compound time signatures
Lesson development
Introduction: Show learners pictures of simple and compound time signatures.
Step 1: Demonstrate to learners how to compose rhythms in simple and compound time.
Supervise learners as they compose their own rhythms.
Step 2: Learners play the rhythms and sing songs they have composed in simple and
compound time.
Step 3: In groups, learners play various rhythms in simple and compound time.

Conclusion
Recap key ideas on simple and compound time – as reinforcement or consolidation.

5 Rounds, ostinati, descants, two- and three-part harmony
Lesson development
Introduction: Show learners charts with rounds.
Step 1: Demonstrate to learners how to sing rounds and ostinato. Allow learners to repeat
the round as demonstrated.
Step 2: Learners sing the rounds as a group and accompany them with percussion
instruments.
Step 3: In groups, learners sing two- or three-part harmony songs and rounds.
Step 4: Learners discuss musical terms which denote softness and loudness.
Conclusion
Recap new teaching/ideas/concepts with learners.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 8.1
Facilitate practise singing of Katsuro mugomba. Ensure that children sing in the right
key.
Activity 8.2
Help learners identify music written in keys C and G.
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Activity 8.3
Stream videos of the well-known children’s rounds mentioned in the Learner’s Book.
Have learners play ostinato percussion instruments as the rounds play and sing along.
Activity 8.4
Sing songs with two- or three-part harmony songs and rounds with the learners, playing
tuned and untuned instruments as you do. The song Ishe Komborera Africa provided in
the Learner’s Book affords good practice.

End of chapter questions
1. B		
2. B		
3. B		
4. B		
5. Clef
6. tone
7. time signature		
8. Sora ratsva
9-10. Accept answers that show understanding of key ideas key concepts of the theory
of music.

Practical activities suggestions
Allow learners to choose the songs they want. Demonstrate to them how two-part
songs are sung. Learners can practice in groups before singing to the whole class. Let
them choose the best group.
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Topic 2: Creative processes and performance
CHAPTER 9

Applying elements of design to artworks:
drawing and painting
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) apply elements of drawing in observational, still life and life drawing

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners can identify artworks in 2-dimensional (2D) and 3-dimensional (3D)
forms
b) They can mix secondary colours.
c) They have been introduced to elements and principles of design.
d) They can define elements of art and identify them.
e) They can define principles of art and identify them.

Background information and useful teaching notes
Highlight the following points:
• Drawings have many purposes. They help artists record or sketch of things they
see and want to remember.
• Drawings can be a way to explore, plan and try out ideas for paintings, posters,
sculptures and other types of artwork.
• The phrase observational drawing typically implies drawing from life
•
Many artists draw and sketch on a daily basis drawing from observation
• To draw from observation you look closely at objects or a scene and use your
drawing skills to draw it to look real.
• When you do observation drawing you have to look carefully and record exactly
what you see, trying to get the shapes and proportions exactly the way they
appear.
• Observation drawing is realist not abstract and the image must be created from
real life rather than a photograph or the artist’s imagination. The artist studies
the subject on its own terms.
• A still life is a work of art depicting mostly inanimate subject matter, typically
commonplace objects which are either natural (food, flowers, dead animals,
plants, rocks, shells, etc.) or man-made (drinking glasses, books, vases,
jewellery, coins, pipes, an artistic technique used in the field of art in which the
artist sketches the contour of a subject by drawing lines that result in a drawing
that is essentially an outline.
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•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Dead animals like wild game and fish can also be included in a still life drawing
and objects that were once alive can be included in a still life as long as they are
dead in the picture!
A still life teaches you how to look at objects and see them like an artist, that is,
with a perceptive awareness of their outline, shape, proportions, tone, color, texture,
form and composition
A life drawing is a drawing of the human figure from observation of a live model.
A figure drawing may be a composed work of art or a figure study done in
preparation for a more finished work such as a painting
When drawing, learners need adult permission, approval, and affirmation to draw in
a natural, childlike way.
When teachers verbally ask them to draw what they notice based on their own
observations, they should help them without specifying an adult drawing style.
It is understandable that they may be hesitant and lack confidence at first. This is
because we adults teach them many new skills when we show them how we do
things. They naturally assume that the teacher will also show them how to draw
things. However, if you draw for them, it can be very frustrating for them because
their ability to replicate our drawing is not yet developed.
Furthermore, if they learn to copy our drawing, they are not developing the much
needed habit of looking carefully at the subject themselves.
Let them know that they are doing well - remember their depending on their own
observation.
The skills they are learning are helping to develop the lifelong ability to take a
closer look at things and use own observations to replicate what they see.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
Paper; pencil or charcoal; other drawing tools, such as coloured markers; erasers

1 Observational art
The objective is for them to be able to apply elements of design in observational
drawing so this lesson is about recapping key concepts related to new learning that is
about to happen as well as scaffolding known ideas.

Skills to be developed
Recall; observation; visual discrimination; motor skills; colouring and drawing
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Lesson development
Introduction: Take them out for a brief nature walk. Let them tell you what they
observe in their immediate surroundings, for example: shapes, patterns, colours,
shadows and all details in nature that work together.
Step 1: Ask them to collect objects from the environment where possible or right to
do so.
Step 2: Learners discuss the items they have brought back.
Step 3: Explain that what items they are seeing is what they are going to draw.
Step 4: Define observation drawing as drawing what one can see.
Step 5: Learners describe what items they see on their tables or in the classroom.
Step 6: Explain that the items they are see do not move so it is called still life
drawing. Once the leaves, flowers, fruits are removed from the trees; they are
dead so they are still.
Step 7: Learners give examples of still life objects.
Step 8: Explain about things to be aware of when drawing a still life as given in the
Learner’s Book on page 88-90.

Conclusion
Learners in their groups discuss different types of still life drawings they are going
to draw.

2-4 Drawing a still life
[Suggest three consecutive lessons or a double + one]

Skills to be developed
Recall; observation; visual discrimination; motor skills; colouring and drawing

Lesson development
Introduction: Ask questions to assess understanding of what was taught in
previous lesson. Give learners the chance to ask questions on still life objects.
Step 1: Talk about the arrangement and preparations to be done before drawing a
still life.
Step 2: Talk about the concepts of hierarchy, overlap and proportion.
Step 3: Explain that in a still life, objects are arranged according to their size,
proportion, shape, etc., and that in a still life the elements and principles of art
are important in the process composition.
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Step 5: Talk about what makes a good composition and what makes a bad
composition.
Step 6: Demonstrate a good and bad composition.
Step 7: Show pictures of objects arranged in different ways.
Step 8: In pairs, using the same objects learners had collected from outside, let
learners practise arranging objects bearing in mind the concepts of hierarchy,
overlap and proportion
Step 9: Show learners how to draw by demonstrating that they should draw facing the
still life. First they draw the outline, which is called contour drawing
Step 10: Explain that they should avoid turning their heads when drawing as it
distorts their drawing.
Step 11: Learners start by drawing a simple still life of their choice.

Conclusion
Learners display their still life drawing.

5 Figure drawing
Skills to be developed
Observation; visual discrimination; motor skills; colouring and drawing

Lesson development
Introduction: Talk about figure drawing being another type of drawing
Step 1: Learners describe figure drawing, using the picture on page 68 of their
Learner’s Book.
Step 3: Learners identify the differences between still drawing and figure drawing.
Step 4: Learners demonstrate the different postures which can be adopted in figure
drawing
Step 5: Learners talk about drawing a portrait.
Step 6: Learners discuss the grid method.
Step 7: You should now demonstrate drawing using the grid method. The steps 1-6
inLB must be followed carefully
Step 9: Talk about issues of proportion of the head.
Step 10: Allow learners to draw their portraits.

Conclusion
Learners display their work.
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Suggested answers to activities
Activity 9.1 and Activity 9.2
Help learners do this well. When drawing, learners need adult permission, approval,
and affirmation to draw in a natural, childlike way.

End of chapter questions
1.
5.
8.
9.
10.

A 			
2. B			
3. B			
4. D
principles 		
6. Sit facing still life
7. Contour
figure drawing
You lose focus and start using memory – accept any reasonable answer
Accept answers that show good understanding of the concepts taught.

Practical activities suggestions
Allow learners to collect a variety of samples. Learners should be assessed on good
composition of a still life.
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Topic 2:Creative process nd perfomance
CHAPTER 10

The dimensional crafts
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) construct three dimensional crafts.
b) use different shades of paint to produce artefacts.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners can mix secondary colours, using the colour wheel creatively, to decorate
artworks.
b) They are aware that artists use elements and principles of design to create
beautiful artworks and to decorate them.
c) They know that in visual art, colour is an examples of elements of design.
d) They know, from Grade 4, how to do creative lettering and to make patterns.

Background information and useful teaching notes
You need to assemble materials used in this chapter in advance – papier mache, clay
plastics, etc.
• 3D form:
can be modelled (added form), carved (subtracted form) and constructed (built
form). Put this to them in simple terms.
- can be created from sculptural materials like clay, wax, plaster, wood, stone,
concrete, cast and constructed metal, plastics, resins, glass and mixed media.
- may also be kinetic, involving light and movement generated by natural,
mechanical and electronic means.
• African masks should be seen as part of a ceremonial costume.
- They are used in religious and social events to represent the spirits of ancestors or
to control the good and evil forces in the community.
- They come to life, possessed by their spirit in the performance of the dance, and
are enhanced by both the music and atmosphere of the occasion.
- Some combine human and animal features to unite man with his natural
environment. This bond with nature is of great importance to the African and
through the ages masks have always been used to express this relationship.
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Suggested teaching and learning resources
Art supplies clay and papier mache; plastics

Skill to be taught
Construction; manipulation; problem solving

1-2 Makings models to decorate
Lesson development
Introduction: Display samples of artifacts made by different artists. Let learners
talk about these artifacts and the materials they are made of.
Step 1: Talk about artworks which can made using different materials.
Step 2: Explain to learners that they are going to make objects using clay and
papier mache.
Step 3: Learners discuss samples of objects made with papier mache or clay.
Step 4: Learners brainstorm artworks they are going to make.
Step 5: Explain the process of making papier mache.
Step 6: Slowly lead learners through the steps of making papier mache (see
Learner’s Book page 100).
Step 7: Learners do the practical work of making papier mache and leave it
overnight to settle.
Step 8: Learners describe how to make clay.
Step 9: Learners prepare clay for use. Emphasis should be given on keeping it
fresh by wrapping it in plastic.
Step 10: Talk about how to paint and decorate models when they are dry.

Conclusion
With textbooks closed, learners go over the processes of making papier mache
and clay.

3 Making a mask
Teaching notes
• The idea if for learners to gain an awareness, appreciation and understanding
of the uses of masks in many cultures through time. Say a bit about
characteristics of masks - exaggeration, distortion and symmetry. They
should create a sculptural mask using paper mache and show craftsmanship
in applying layers, in creativity in completion of mask details and in choice
of finishing.
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•

In preparation: cut face off of 2-litre bottle with knife - handle side may be used
too. Have one per child.

Lesson development
Introduction: Have samples of masks and discuss these with learners. Discuss the
cultural aspects of the mask, for example reasons for making masks and types of
masks. Concentrate heavily on the visual details that make a mask interesting and
enjoyable to look at it. Present examples of masks - both actual masks from personal
collection and paper mache examples.
Step 1: Learners make sketches of ideas for mask and decide which side of milk
carton would work best for their design. The handle side can be used too for
interesting effects. It can also be the start of the nose, with the impressions
indicating where the eyes would be.
Step 2: Demonstrate steps to making the mask - focusing on craftsmanship of paper
mache addition - keeping layers smooth.
Step 3: When dry, sand mask with sandpaper.
Step 4: Demonstrate finishing techniques, such as painting.

Conclusion
Learners display their masks.

4-5 Painting
Lesson development
Have ready a big colour wheel or colour chart.
Introduction: Learners go over the colours on the colour wheel.
Step 1: Find out how much they know about complementary colours.
Step 2: Demonstrate colour mixing to make a complementary colour, e.g. primary
colour + primary colour = complementary colour.
Step 3: Use the colour wheel to help in the demonstration.
Step 4: Learners have done colour mixing from Grade 2. Allow them to experiment
with colour mixing to produce complementary colours.
Step 5: Explain that after making their models, they are going to paint them in
complementary colours.
Step 6: Learners discuss the various types of painting they can do, including new
ideas introduced in their textbook.
Step 7: Learners do Activity 6.2. Assist as/if necessary without interrupting their
flow.
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Conclusion
Learners display their work.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 10.1 and Activity 10.2
Help learners do this well. When drawing, learners need adult permission,
approval, and affirmation to draw, to paint or to colour in a natural, childlike way.

End of chapter questions
1. A 2. D
3. papier mache and clay
4. shading
5. mask
6. colour
7. Accept any reasonable answers.
8. By adding a primary color (e.g. yellow, blue or red) and a secondary color (e.g.
green, purple or orange).
9. Reward any demonstration of grasp of ideas.
10. Accept any reasonable answers.

Practical activities suggestions
Help learners collect a variety of leaves. Learners should come up with
supplementary colours and us them to paint.
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Topic 2: Creative process and perfomance
CHAPTER 11

The environment and visual arts
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) identify waste materials in the environment.
b) use a combination of waste materials to produce artefacts.
c) use the environment in a sustainable manner.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) They know what types of waste we produce and how waste harms the environment
if dumped carelessly.
b) They have been taught that after picking litter, they can sort it out for upcycling,
recycling or re-use.
c) Learners are aware that artists can use waste materials to create artworks.

Background information and useful teaching notes
Highlight the following:
• Waste is unwanted or unusable materials.
• Waste is any substance which is discarded after primary use, or is worthless,
defective and of no use.
• Waste could be liquid or solid waste. Both of them could be hazardous. Liquid and
solid waste types can also be grouped into organic, re-usable and recyclable waste.
• Waste can be classified into five types of waste which is all commonly found
around the house. These include liquid waste, solid rubbish, organic waste,
recyclable rubbish and hazardous waste
• Examples of liquid waste include wash water from homes, liquids used for cleaning
in industries and waste detergents. Solid waste predominantly, is any garbage,
refuse or rubbish that we make in our homes and other places. These include old
car tires, old newspapers, broken furniture and even food waste. They may include
any waste that is non-liquid.
• Hazardous or harmful wastes are those that potentially threaten public health or the
environment.
• Such waste could be inflammable (can easily catch fire), reactive (can easily
explode), corrosive (can easily eat through metal) or toxic (poisonous to human and
animals).
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Organic waste comes from plants or animals sources.
They include food waste, fruit and vegetable peels, flower trimmings and even
dog poop can be classified as organic waste.
They are biodegradable (this means they are easily broken down by other
organisms over time and turned into manure).
Many people turn their organic waste into compost and use them in their gardens.
Recycling is processing used materials (waste) into new, useful products.
This is done to reduce the use of raw materials that would have been used.
Waste that can be potentially recycled is termed “Recyclable waste”, e.g.
Aluminium products (like soda, milk and tomato cans), plastics (grocery
shopping bags, plastic bottles).
Glass products (like wine and beer bottles, broken glass).
Paper products (used envelopes, newspapers and magazines, cardboard boxes)
can be recycled.

Why recycle waste materials?
Highlight any of these facts, simply:
• The preservation of the environment is directly connected to the issue of the
continuation of human life.
• The treatment of the environment is often affected by the practices of
communities.
• Waste disposal can harm the environment and human health.
• Disposing of waste into landfills or burning has huge environmental impacts and
can cause serious environmental problems.
• Some waste on landfill sites will eventually rot, but not all and those that do not
rot produce “greenhouse” gas. Teach learners what this is.
• Decomposing waste causes water pollution and open dumping sites also attract
vermin and cause litter accumulation in an environment. All this can cause
outbreak out of diseases.
• Ash from incinerators contains heavy metals and other toxins that are all harmful
to the inhabitants in the environment.
• Disposing of waste carelessly in the environment also chokes gutters and drainage
ways, thereby causing flooding when it rains.
• Plastic bags are capable of holding rain water for several days, thereby providing
breeding habitats for mosquitoes.
• Humans are not the only ones affected by improper garbage disposal, animals are
affected too.
• Recycling helps save natural resources such as energy, landfill space, and raw
materials and it also creates jobs.
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Recycled paper is collected, processed, and made into new products such as
notebooks, sticky notes, greeting cards, and toilet paper.
There is a picture of the recycling loop in the Learner’s Book on page 114.
Tell them that the three arrows in this symbol stand for the three steps in the
recycling process:
- The first of these steps is the collection of the recyclable materials through
refuse collection.
- The second step is taking the old material and making it into new products.
- The third step happens when you buy products made from recycled material
that would otherwise been thrown away.
It is important to complete all three steps in the process in order for the recycling
cycle or process to work.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
Pictures and samples of waste materials; ICT resources

Skills to be developed
Classification; discrimination; appreciation; critical thinking; problem solving

1-2 Waste materials in the environment
Lesson development
Introduction: Recite the poem in the Learner’s Book together. Talk about the
message briefly. Ask learners to
Step 1: Learners move outside to observe litter in the school grounds.
Step 2: Talk about the materials we use at home and school and we discard after use.
Step 3: Learners discuss how waste materials are disposed. [NOTE: This will depend
on context of the school; whether rural or urban.]
Step 4: Learners discuss the dangers of throwing litter everywhere.
Step 5: Explain that it is good to reduce the amount of litter by reuse, recycle and
upcycle. Explain the meaning of these three concepts, citing examples.
Step 6: Ask learners to talk about any practice at their school for picking up litter or
about a clean-up campaigns done by other schools.

Conclusion
Learners brainstorm ideas on how their class will organise a clean-up campaign for
the school and surrounding area.
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Learners do Activity 11. 1

3-4 Using the environment in a sustainable manner
Lesson development
Introduction: Let them recite the rhyme from the last lesson. Ask them why nature is
called “Mother Nature”. Adjust reasoning accordingly.
Step 1: Talk about reusing, recycling and upcycling of litter – why is it unhu/Ubuntu/
vumunhu?
Step 2: Have samples of things which can be reused in the home or school.
Step 3: Explain that bio-degradable materials that naturally decompose and can be
used as manure.
Step 4: Make them aware that there are some materials that are non-recyclable like ball
point pens, kaylite materials, etc. Talk of the banning of the use of kaylites in our
country because they produce a lot of pollution
Step 6: Explain about e-waste materials like batteries and old cell phones. Talk about
recycling companies in our country like National Waste Collection.

Conclusion
Let learners find out about reuse/recycling projects which are carried out in their
school and other schools. Learners will report back in the next lesson.

5 Waste no waste! Making artworks out of waste
Learners should be made to understand that some items can be recycled while others
cannot.

Lesson development
Introduction: Tell them they will now learn how to recycle certain materials at the
school. When they recycle materials, they can use used them again as different or new
products.
Step 2: Ask the learners which objects we can feed into the classroom bin. Answers
may include notebook paper, white and coloured paper, copy paper, envelopes,
junk mail, letterhead, newspapers, file folders, sticky notes, posters, pamphlets and
brochures, and magazines and catalogues.
Step 3: Remind learners that staples, paper clips, and small amounts of glue and crayon
cab also be included.
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Step 4: Explain that learners should feed the bin as much as they can each day, but
that we should not feed the bin anything it does not like.
Step 5: Place the trash can and the classroom bin where learners can easily reach
them. Give each of them a piece of the clean trash.
Step 6: Explain that they must put the clean trash in the correct location: either the
trash can or the paper recycling bin.
Step 7: Ask learners to take their object to the correct container.
Step 8: After learners have placed their objects, go through each bin in front of the
class. Ask them to make certain that each bin has the correct objects in it.
Step 9: Learners talk about what is going to happen to objects which can be recycled
and those that cannot.
Step 10: If there are internet resources at the school, learners can use Google to find
out how to make waste from waste.

Conclusion
Have a question and answer session.
As a long term project: you can ask learners to collect reusable waste from the
environment and look for ideas on what to make. Remind them they have to draw or
design what they want to make first. Learners can then make their own artworks from
reusable waste

Suggested answers to activities and exercises
Activity 11.1
1. Waste material
4. maintain life
5. water

2.

Litter

3.

Health

Activity 11.2 and 11.3
Walk around, listening in to adjust reasoning, as necessary. They may need help with
the table in Activity 11.2. Help the ones who are struggling to get the right answers.

End of chapter questions
1. B		
2. A		
3. A		
4. B
5. land and water
6-10. Answers will vary. Ensure factual accuracy; critical thinking and enough grasp
of key ideas to apply knowledge as required.
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Topic 2: The creative process and perfomance
CHAPTER 12

Creating/improvising stories and blocking
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) identify universal themes and explore them.
b) create/improvise your own stories from selected themes.
c) identify stage areas.
d) demonstrate the use of stage areas, levels and positions in drama.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) They should know from previous grades what a theme is: the central idea of a
story.
b) They have you improvised stories before, so they can create stories of their own.
c) They have not covered any stage work yet.

Background information and useful teaching notes
•

•

•

Learners are aware that stories have themes. It is important to expose them to
universal themes. They should understand the universality of themes. For this to
happen there is need to brainstorm on the themes that they bring up.
They are learning about the stage in detail in this chapter. There is need to make
learners aware that the different stage areas contribute to the story and that they
have different meanings, It is also important to make learners aware of these areas
every other time that they stage a performance. Practice makes perfect! When they
watch shows or performances stage areas should also have more meaning for me.
There is a lot of new words/new vocabulary and key concepts; for example
universal, explore, improvise, blocking, stage levels and stage positions, etc. Make
sure learners learn the definitions well.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•

•
•
•

pre-recorded clips of theatre performance
audio visual devices on which they can record and playback (*these should
be able to record and playback audio only or ideally, both audio and visual),
including smartphones
clips of downloaded TV commercials with vivid techniques
the Learner’s Book pages 121 - 126
a theatre play area (if possible)
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Skill to be taught
Appreciation skills; identification; recording skills; application; interpretation

1 Universal themes
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners list themes that they know or have learnt about so far.
Step 1: The teacher explains that universal themes are themes that can apply in a wide
range of settings for different age groups.
Step 2: Learners are given themes to explore in class with the help of the teacher.
Step 3: In groups, learners come up with their own themes and explore them
accordingly.
Step 4: Learners make an improvisation on the themes they have brought up in their
groups.
Step 5: They record the improvisation for discussion as a class.

Conclusion
Class discussion of each groups presentation.

2 Blocking: stage areas
Skills to be developed
Critical appreciation skills; observation; application
NOTE: The teaching involves demonstrating the use of stage areas, levels and positions
in drama. It would work best if children can go to a theatre and gather around a stage
or watch a clip where they can identify stage areas as you teach. Otherwise the whole
teaching is very theoretical or abstract.

Lesson development
[Important note: The steps that will follow are notes for four lessons, namely Lessons
2, 3 and 4-5. You can do them as one double and two singles, or do them consecutively
since there is progression or scaffolding of knowledge from beginning to end of the
chapter.]
In Lessons 1 and 2:
Introduction: Learners talk about the different types of stages they have learnt about in
Grade 4. Or anything else to do with a theatre stage.
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Step 1: The teacher explains the different stage areas with the aid of the diagram in the
textbook on page 123, or a theatre play area.
Step 2: Learners practise use of stage areas in a mock performance on a theatre play
area.
In Lesson 3:
Step 3: The teacher explains the concept of blocking - movement from an area to an
area on stage - that shows strength or weakness. Now, let them open their textbook
on page 124 where the blocking diagram will help them with movement.
Step 4: Learners practise the specific movement from areas to areas of weakness or
strength.
In Lessons 4-5
Step 5: In groups, using an improvised script they used before, let them implement
the stage movement patterns, levels and positions. The performance must be
recorded.
Step 7: Let learners critique each other’s performances.

Conclusion
As a class, they take turns to watch group performances and critique the movement
therein. Remember to facilitate, reinforce concepts and assess grasp of key ideas.
Involve every learner.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 12.1
If group work does not work for your class, do this as a class activity. It is an activity
with lots of “doing”, so pace needs to be tightly controlled - but make sure no one gets
left behind. Encourage creative ideas for themes. Appeal to their fertile imaginations
and remind them to choose themes that interest them.
When they watch themselves, discourage any negative comments.
Activity 12.2
When they watch themselves, discourage any negative comments. Make sure their
movements reflect correct grasp of key concepts. If a movement is not correctly
interpreted, correct the movement on the spot, before you move to another position.
Activity 12.3
They need to watch a clip where movements, stage positions and levels are clearly
evident so your preparedness as the teacher will determine how effectively they do this
activity!
Facilitate as necessary and adjust understanding of key concepts as necessary.
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End of chapter questions
1.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A			2.B		3. False 		4. False
Answers will vary.
To create own story .
The positioning and movement of a character on stage.
weak
downstage
What one’s body says by how they stand, use gestures. How a body movement
communicates how a character feels, without words being spoken .

Practical activities suggestions
This is about recall. Make sure they have good grasp of the concept of stage levels
and stage positioning and what they tell about a character and his or her role.
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Topic 2:Creative process and perfomance
CHAPTER 13

Writing a script
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) collaborate with others in creating a performance.
b) outline the play making process.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) The learners know from previous grades what elements make a good story.
b) They have been taught that a story should have a beginning, middle and an end.

Background information for the teacher/useful teaching notes
•

•
•

Play making is a process and such it is important to emphasise the different stages
in the process. Make sure each stage in the creation of the play is well covered
before moving on to the next.
Stress that writing a theatre story follows a certain “recipe” and make sure they get
this by the end of your teaching.
Learners should have as much practice of each process as necessary. Give ample
exercises depending on the learners comprehending levels.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
Class literary texts

1-2 The play - making process
Skills to be developed
Appreciation; creative writing; aural and oral skills; social skills

Lesson development
Have a double lesson where/if you can.
[NOTE: These notes cover a weeks’ worth of teaching and learning. All the lessons are
connected and there is progression from one lesson to the next so it is important that at
the end of each lesson you test grasp of key ideas and at start of next you link the ideas.]
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In lesson 1
Introduction: Learners listen to a short story that you will read to them from a class
literary text. Make sure it is a good story with lots of good story elements.
Step 1: Learners discuss as a class the different parts that they have identified from the
story
Step 2: Working in groups, let learners interpret the the picture on page xx of the
Learner’s Book. Let them in create ideas for a story based on the picture. Their
story must have a beginning, a setting and a conflict.

3-5 Organising ideas for a script and creating a performance
Lesson development
In lessons 3-5
Step 3: Each group gives feedback to the class and they discuss the brainstorming
results. Make sure that all the elements are clear for each group. There could be
need for more practice. If so, please provide it.
Step 4: Groups breakaway to continue for the middle and last part of story writing.
Step 5: Groups perform their story to the class. The performance is recorded.

Conclusion
Learners critique each story from the different presentations

Suggested answers to activities in this Chapter
Activity 13.1
Facilitate and encourage flow of ideas as you move around. The idea is for learners to
find ways of expressing creative ideas in a sequence that is required.
Keep them focused as they work.

End of chapter questions
1. C
2. D
3. D
4. D
5. Accept any resonable answer.
6. Accept any answer that show a good grasp of this concept.
7. middle
8. collaboration
9.-10. Refer to text for correct answers.
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Topic 2: Creative process and perfomance
CHAPTER 14

Character development
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) develop a character emotionally.
b) develop a character physically.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners have learnt from previous grades what or who a character in a play is:
they act out the story.
b) They have been taught how characters reveal who they are by what they do, what
they say and how they do what they do.

Background information and useful teaching notes
•

•
•

Lesson 1 to 3 are literally one and the same. They have been separated only
for emphasis. It therefore follows that they can be treated as one or separately,
depending on the learners’ abilities. The lesson steps for Lesson 1 and 2 are the
same.
The Learner’s Book has excellent explanations of key ideas – go through the
Learner’s Book notes with them.
Make sure personality and character are clearly explained.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•

class literary texts
Chipo and Lady Boss situation in the Learner’s Book
clip of a popular local play that they know, with a character who is a household
name

1-2 Developing a character emotionally & 3 The process of
studying a character to perform a role
Skills to be developed
Literary appreciation; interpretation; observation; critical thinking; play acting/role
play
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Lesson development
In Lessons 1-2
Introduction: Let them describe the character of their favourite person and why they
like this person so much.
Step 1: Learners read the scenario of Lady Boss and Chipo in the Learner’s Book on
page 136.
Step 2: They describe the personality of each woman and say how they can say it is
like that. Who do they like more, and why?
In lesson 3:
Step 3: Take them through the process (nine steps as outlines in the Learner’s Book
pages 137-138) that one follows when he/she takes on the role of a character in a
theatre story. It is a process because there are a several steps or actions you need to
take in order to do it well.
Step 4: Learners do Activity 14.1.
In lessons 4-5:
Step 5: The teacher explains what aspects of a character an actor needs to focus on
such as the physical person and the emotional person, providing explanations
of each aspect. Give the learners a chance to ask questions, if any.
Step 6: Give them a script where they gather information about a character they want
to play.
Step 7: In groups, learners follow the guidelines given in the Learner’s Book to develop
a character. Two or three learners should act the same character as they read a
script.
Step 8: They should justify why they have acted or sketched their characters in the
manner that they did.
Step 9: Groups perform for the class.

Conclusion
Learners critique the plays and the characters.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 14.1
1. This is meant to be a fun activity. Make it short. Allow them to be creative and
spontaneous.
2. Make sure every learner is drawn in.
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Activity 14.2
1. This is meant to be a fun activity. Make it short. Allow them to be creative and
spontaneous. Make sure every learner is drawn in. When feedback is being
given make sure there is no ridicule.
2. They must avoid unfair criticism and use what they have learnt about critical
appreciation to pass fair or objective judgement of any performance.

End of chapter questions
1. C		
2. D		
3. C		
4. B
5-10. Answers will vary. Accept any reasonable answers that show a good grasp of
key ideas and concepts taught in this chapter.
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Topic 2: Creative process and perfomance
CHAPTER 15

Creative processes and perfomance in dance
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) identify complex movements.
b) create and master complex sequences of movements with greater focus, force
and intent.
c) invent solutions to movement problems and analyse problem solving
strategies.
d) demonstrate dance principles of opposing weight and force.
e) convey feelings and expression through gestures, posture and movement.
f) apply understanding of group dynamics.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) They are aware that good choreography involves different body movements.
b) They learnt in Grade 4 that every dance piece has an inviting beginning,
exciting middle and a dramatic powerful ending.
c) They are aware that a dance piece should tell a story which is easy for an
audience to follow.
d) They have learnt body movements convey feelings or emotions and can also
show mood.

Background information and useful teaching notes
[NOTE: This whole chapter will require the viewing of movement or of live
dance performances - not explanations or pictures alone. Learners have to feel
the energy, mood and emotion/feelings of a dance or of movements through
live viewings. This means the teacher needs to be prepared so that teaching is
effective.]
General notes
• Raise awareness in the learners that emotional experiences can influence
the creative process in as far as they provide ready or inspiration that can
be the foundation or inspiration for movement in dance. By the end of
your teaching, the learners should be able to connect personal experiences,
moods and attitudes to specific reactions that affect or influence sequences of
creative expression, e.g. having attended a funeral or wedding ceremony.
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•

•
•

How much they gain confidence in creation of their own content and being
able to collaborate effectively with others in the process depends on you, the
teacher, as facilitator.
A much as possible, encourage the learners in their initiatives when exploring
themes and putting together scripts for their pieces.
As they try out movement or dance, make sure that all learners are
interactively involved and that no one is left out, ignored or ridiculed.

Movement, dance and group dynamics
• The learners should also develop skills of analysis and critical thinking that
will enable them to project relevant attitudes into their choreographic scripts
and performances. Give them enough information to gain experience in solo,
group and duo performances emphasizing the need to be practical in their
creative process.
• Empower the learners to be more confident and exploratory in dance
movement. Encourage them to try out a variety of energy fluctuations, shapes
and dance flows that will develop their psychomotor awareness and other
movement skills through the use of the full body (head, arms, torso and legs).
They should also gather courage in selecting suitable props/costumes for
their creative works. This will stimulate creativity and bring out dynamic and
vibrant choreography!
• Your teaching efforts should be geared towards enabling them to develop
a solid foundation for critical appreciation of the technical execution
and composition of a dance choreography and also of collaborations and
sequences involved in putting together a performance.
• You should be able to stimulate in them a passion for storytelling through
dance performance.
• When they watch videos, highlight to them various components within a
group dance and performance, in relation to each dancer’s role within a dance
sequence. This will equip them with technical understanding and make them
aware of the need for them to be diligent with their dance execution and the
importance of working as a team.
Group performance and emotions in dance
• Focus on the dynamics of shared space. This will provide learners with
creative technical vocabulary which they can apply and use in practice or in
the creation of a dance performance.
• Look at the various components within a dance performance, in relation to
the various roles of each performer within a dance piece. This will equip
them with positive traits of communication within the dance group, as well
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as make aware of the values of responsibility, accountability and sharing of
resources or space. This unit should nurture the values needed in order to
make a collaborative performance. Further, you should foster exploration in
creativity.
Suggested teaching and learning resources
Any of these:
• ICT tools for showing and downloading videos/pictures and clips of dance
skits or live performances
• ICT tools for recording dance performances
• Videos/clips of Zimbabwean traditional dances
• Videos /clips of contemporary dances
• Flash cards showing different types of dance moves
• Flash cards showing different dance formations for ensembles
• Flash cards showing different facial moods and expressions
• selection of practical props and instruments
• samples of posters/flyers/newspaper cuttings
• Sample scripts/storyboards
• resource people/dance groups
Skill to be taught
• Technical skills in dance: for example posture, co-ordination, balance,
mobility, control, focus
• Physical skills in dance: for example stamina, strength, flexibility

1-2 Complex body movements
Lesson development
[It is best that you cover work for these two lessons in a double period.]
Introduction: Do warm-up exercises with the children - stretching and breathing
exercises.
Step 1: Present learners with several social and emotional themes. Show the
learners a few flashcards/pictures that speak to the relevant social and
emotional themes.
Step 2: Divide learners into groups of nine allow them to select their own theme
that they would be happy to experiment with. Get each group to share three
of its best moves to the class.
Step 3: Watch short clips of the dance movement based on selected emotional
states. Ask children to comment on the moves. Channel opinions as
necessary.
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Conclusion
Do warm-down exercises. If possible record their presentations and store their files.

3 Movement problems and solutions
Lesson development
Introduction: Do warm-up exercises with the learners, if time permits.
Step 1: Do warm-up exercises with the learners
Step 2: Let the learners watch and analyse videos with different dance pieces. Get
them to narrate what they see in the presentations. Lead them to seeing what you
want them to, in terms of technical choreographic composition.
Step 3: Divide the class into groups of 5-8 learners and get them to enact practical
demonstrations on ideal ways to plan and document their choreographies Get
them to dissect and discuss various ways.
Step 5: Get the learner groups to work on and present a full 5 minute dance
performance.

Conclusion
Ask the learners to rate themselves.

4 Balance in dance
[NOTE: Focus on the dynamics and impact of weight transfer, energy and balance
on the human body in dance. This will provide learners with creative technical
vocabulary which they can apply and use in the practice or creation of a dance
performance. Your teaching should equip the learner with attitudes skills and
values needed in order to make a collaborative performance. As much as possible,
encourage the learner to gain confidence in improvisation.]

Lesson development
Introduction: Show the learners photographs/ pictures/flash cards of different
choreography formation and difference dance scenarios.
Step 1: Do stretching and bending exercises for 5 minutes with the class.
Step 2: Put the learners to get into groups where each group will practise the new
formations and dance sequences that they see in the Learner’s Book, on pages
152-154.
Step 3: The groups perform their choreography.
Step 4: Record/ take pictures of the performances. Involve learners in the recording.
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Teach them proper care of equipment (you can tell them how expensive it is to
replace).

Conclusion
Let them tell you which dance that teaches balance they liked the most and why.

5 Group performance and expression of emotions
Introduction: Show the learners photographs/ pictures/flash cards of different
choreography formation and difference dance scenarios.

Lesson development
Step 1: Do stretching and bending exercises for 5 minutes with the class.
Step 2: Get the learners to follow you as you do different sets of dance moves for 8
minutes (demonstrating ideas of: mirroring, imitating, responding, following,
imitating, etc). Refer to the Learners Book, pages 154-158.
Step 3: Put learners into a few groups where they will do Activity 28.3
Step 4: Record/ take pictures of the performances. Involve learners in the recording.
Teach them how to keep a proper record of performed material (discuss how to
protect their creative works).

Conclusion
Watch the recordings with the learners. Let me tell you how well they think they did –
what went wrong and what they like or what they are proud of?

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 15.1
1. This is meant to be a fun activity. Make it short. Allow them to be creative and
spontaneous. Make sure every learner is drawn in. When feedback is being given
make sure there is no ridicule.
2. They must avoid unfair criticism and use what they have learnt about critical
appreciation to pass fair or objective judgement of any performance.
Activity 15.2
1. This is meant to be a fun activity. Make it short. Allow them to be creative and
spontaneous.
2. Make sure every learner is drawn in and involve them in the recording!
3. When they watch themselves, discourage any negative comments
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Activity 15.3
1. This is meant to be a fun activity. Make it short. Allow them to be creative
and spontaneous.
2. Make sure every learner is drawn in and involve them in the recording!
3. When they watch themselves, discourage any negative comments

End of chapter questions
1. D		
2. B		
3. B		
4. C
5. A		
6. A
8-10. Accept any answer that show a grasp of key ideas.
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Topic 3:Aesthetic values and appreciation
CHAPTER 16

Critical appreciation of music
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) analyse elements of music.
b) identify number of beats in a song.
c) place the semibreve note on the lines and spaces of the stave.
d) create melodic lines using the first five notes of the scale.
e) fit in dynamics to a given song.
f) interpret musical pieces.
g) inalyse musical works.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners understand that music has different types of notes: breves, semibreves,
minims, crotchets, quavers semiquavers and many more.
b) Learners can identify the clef and denote its meaning.
c) They have been taught that a semibreve is the same as two minims and is also the
same as four crotchets.
d) Learners have a firm grasp of elements of music for example rhythm, melody,
harmony, timbre, form, texture and dynamics. They also understand the effect or
impact of these elements on songs.
e) Learners know how identify each of the elements of music mentioned above.

Background information and useful teaching notes
[NOTE: In order to appreciate music learners should be given an opportunity to
experience music and then analyse it themselves to determine the beauty in songs. So
the teacher as the facilitator has to choose music that suits teaching purposes well in
advance of lessons.]
• On semibreve notes on lines and spaces of the stave/staff
• Staff notation is so called because the music is written on a staff/stave, which consists
of five lines and five spaces in which the notes are written. The notes written on such
a staff/stave are of different kinds according to the duration of sound which they
represent. Thus, they can stand for long or short sounds.
• The notes which can be written on the staff are semibreves, minims, crotchets,
quavers and semiquavers. These notes can be meaningless unless a clef sign is put
at the beginning of the staff/stave to show what they represent.
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•

The commonly used clefs are the G or Treble clef and the F or Bass clef. The
notes written on the clefs use the first seven letters of the alphabet A, B, C, D, E,
F and G. However, these can be repeated occasionally. In this chapter, learners
should appreciate how music is written theoretically as opposed to traditional
music which was not written in this way.

On melodies using the first five notes of the scale
• Melody is the tune. The tune is made up of musical notes or pitches that make up
a pattern. When words are added to a melody it becomes a song.
• The notes can be high, low or in –between. Their height is called the pitch. The
scale has eight successive notes with the eighth note repeating the first note.
• Music is a succession of sounds, simple or complex. The ear hears the one sound
and links it to the next sound. These sounds in a way, follow one another and are
formed into a pattern which is called a phrase. To this end, a phrase can be likened
to a simple line of a hymn or short section of a tune where one has the urge to
take a breath. In essence, two phrases in succession, make a musical sentence or
period. This sentence which contains notes of different pitch is called a melody.
A good example of a melody is the well- known song, Happy birthday to you.
Learners can sing this song and make an analysis of it using the notes here.
On identifying beats in a song, interpret and analyse music
• In grade four, learners were introduced to the barring system. The bars are
determined by the time signature of a given music piece. Learners should
understand that music can either be in simple or compound time. Learners have
knowledge of pitch.
• Time signatures determine the beat and grouping of some notes in a bar. The time
signatures can be simple or compound time. Bar lines are those vertical lines
which are put or used in grouping notes or music into measures. Both in sol-fa and
staff notation, bar lines group the regular beats into bars.
• At the end of the music a double bar line is put to indicate the end of the music. In
sol-fa, each bar is said to be divided into so many pulses which can be two, three
or four.
• In staff notation each beat has the value of a certain note. In compound time, the
notes are divided into three.
On elements of music and music analysis
• Any piece of music can be analysed using various methods. In order to give a
good analysis one should understand the elements that make up music. Discuss
the elements of music with the learners.
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•

There are seven elements of music, which we can be used to analyse any musical
piece.
• The elements of music are rhythm, melody, dynamics, harmony, texture, form
and tone colour. Indicate to learner how each element contributes to the analysis
of musical works.
• Music appreciation is a skill which learners can acquire through training. However,
for learners to fully appreciate music, knowledge of the elements of music are of
paramount importance. Learners need to understand how music is made and its
respective elements.
- There is beauty in music, it evokes several emotions in the listener and at
		 people cry feel happy or very sad when they listen to music. To young learners
		 it is their source of joy where their emotions are vented out.
- In order to appreciate music learners should be given an opportunity to analyse
and see for themselves this beauty in songs. Song analysis involves looking at
		 how the instruments are arranged in a song.
- In other words, they should answer these questions: What does instrumentation
		 tell us about the song? What do the vocals/lyrics tell us about the song? Who
		 is the target market for the song?
- As they answer these questions, learners will be appreciating the given songs.
		 Alternatively, learners can be given two songs and then compare them.
- When analysing these songs make sure the learners are objective and analytical.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pictures of semibreves in the Learner’s Book
Musical tools such as TVs, smart phones
Charts with semibreves on staves
ICT tools to play and write music
Chart with the song Happy birthday to you
Chart with the staff notation with bars
Videos of people playing musical instruments.
Musical tools such as TVs, smart phones
CDs with prepared music.

Skills to be developed
Identification (of clef, staff/stave, staff notation); music analysis
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1 Semibreve notes on lines and spaces of the stave/staff
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners identify basic notes on flash cards.
Step 1: Demonstrate learners how to write semibreves on the stave.
Step 2: Learners imitate writing of clefs and semibreves on the stave or staff.
Step 3: In groups, learners write the notes represented by the semibreves on the stave.

Conclusion
Learners recap key ideas and concepts learnt.

2 Melodies using the first five notes of the scale
Lesson development
Introduction: Revisit the note values learnt earlier on.
Step 1: The teacher explains to learners the process of writing music starting with a
stave. An open palm is used to explain a stave, fingers representing lines and
gaps between fingers representing spaces in between lines.
Step 2: Learners name lines and spaces from bottom going upwards on the staff with
the use of phrases that help to remember.
Step 3: Learners individually draw the lines, spaces, and the clef and then name them.

Conclusion
Learners summarise the main points of the lesson, as reinforcement/consolidation.

3-4 Elements of music
Lesson development (1st lesson)
Introduction: play different kinds of music and ask learners what they hear from the
music pieces.
Step 1: Develop the lesson into different elements of music from what the learners
would have said. Use practical and common illustrations when explaining the
elements.
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Step 2: Use flashcards with illustrations of different music elements and ask learners
to name the element illustrated.
Step 3: Play a piece of common music and ask learners to identify the different music
elements in the piece.

Conclusion
Learners compose a 4 bar music piece employing the various music elements learnt.

Lesson development
This ia a continuation of the previous lesson
Introduction: Link this new teaching (a continuation) to what was taught in the
previous lesson. Introduce this lesson by singing or playing any song learners have
learnt in class or from a CD.
Step 4: Demonstrate to learners how to analyse songs asking them questions related
to instrumentation, lyrics and the targeted audience.
Stage 5: Learners imitate analysing songs in the given manner.
Step 3: In groups, learners are given songs to analyse following the given structure of
song for analysis.

Conclusion
Learners discuss what they have learnt, focusing on how they have analysed the songs
and what they have discovered.

5 Identifying beats in a song, interpret and analyse music
Lesson development
Introduction: Recap on bar lines learnt in Grade Four.
Step 1: Demonstrate identification of number of beats in a bar in simple and compound
time.
Step 2: Learners imitate identifying the number of beats in a bar in simple and
compound time.
Step 3: Learners individually identify number of beats in a bar in simple and compound
time.

Conclusion
Learners summarise the main points of the lesson, as reinforcement/consolidation.
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Suggested answers to activities
Activity 16.1
Accept correct interpretation.
Activity 16.2
Help learners as necessary. The melodies should follow the examples provided in the
Learner’s Book.
Activity 16.3
Make this activity a fun one! Test their understanding of dynamics.
Activity 16.4
Accept any lists that show ability to interpret sheet music/sing a song they do not know
by simply studying music notes.
Activity 16.5 (PROJECT)
Help learners in steady progress. You must serve as a “consultant” or “advisor” as the
composing progresses. The idea is for learners to apply skills taught.
Activity 16.6
Help the learners sing the notes at first – then have them sing alone while you listen.

End of chapter questions
1. C		
2. A		
3. B 		
4. D		
5. A
5-10. Accept any answers that show understanding of key ideas or concepts.

Analysis of music styles
You have to pre- record a song which has at least three elements in it. Preparation on
your part is very important. Help learners to analyse the recorded song.
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Topic 3: Aesthetic qualities and appreciation
CHAPTER 17

Identify elements and principles of design in visual art
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a)
identify elements and principles of design.
b)
apply elements and principles of design in artworks.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a)
Learners should know by now what visual art elements and principles are.
b)
Learners should be aware that art elements of line, shape, colour, pattern,
texture, proportion and form are important in the composition of an artwork.
c)
They should know by now that when artists analyse any work of art, they
look for elements and principles of art to see how they work to create the
overall effect of an artwork.

Background information and useful teaching notes
Background information and useful teaching notes
• The visual element of line is the foundation of all drawing. It is the first and most
versatile of the visual elements. Line in an artwork can be used in many different
ways.
- Line is the foundation of all drawing. It is the first and most versatile of the
		 visual elements of art.
- Line in an artwork can be used in many different ways. It can be used
		 to suggest shape, pattern, form, structure, growth, depth, distance, rhythm,
		 movement and a range of emotions.
- Freehand lines can express the personal energy and mood of the artist. Mechanical lines can express a rigid control.
- Continuous lines can lead the eye in certain directions.
- Broken lines can express the ephemeral or the insubstantial.
- Thick lines can express strength.
- Thin lines can express delicacy.
• Each of the visual art elements may also be used individually to stress their own
particular character in an artwork.
• Different elements can express qualities such as movement and rhythm, space and
depth, growth and structure, harmony and contrast, noise and calm and a wide range
of emotions that make up the subjects of great art.
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Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•

Different artworks to be analysed (actual) – at a gallery or collected by the teacher
before lesson
Different artworks to be analysed (drawings)

Skill to be taught
Drawing; visual discrimination

1-2 Identify elements and principles of design
[Suggest using 3 lessons for this, especially a double period and one more.]

Lesson development
Introduction: Learners talk about the elements of art as they have learnt about them
in previous grades. Learners should name them and give examples.
Step 1: Talk about how artists use these elements to analyse artworks or to inform how
they create them.
Step 2: Explain that all images begin with a line.
Step 3: Emphasise the relationships between art elements of shape and line.
Step 4: Let learners draw their own artwork beginning with a simple line. They should
think of what they want to draw first. They have to see for themselves how
drawing begins with a simple line. They should add shape only after the line
has been well established so no shapes yet. This can be the end of a lesson.
In the second lesson:
Step 1: Recap what they learnt. Let them take out their line drawings and start making
shapes (from the line).
Step 2: As they work, go round and help them with their shapes. Refer them to pictures
in their textbooks as a source for ideas.
Step 3: They show off their artworks.
In the last lesson:
Do activity 17.1 on page 177 of their Learner’s Book.

Conclusion
Learners display their work.
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3- 4 Conveying feelings on emotions in visual arts
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners talk about what they learnt about elements of art (lines) in the
previous lesson.
Step 1: Talk about how line conveys different expressive qualities. Talk about how
curved lines show comfort.
Step 2: Show examples of pictures where artists have used curved lines to show
comfort.
Step 3: Talk about how horizontal lines are used to show distance and calm.
Step 4: Talk about other lines like jagged lines which show turmoil or turbulence.
Step 5: Demonstrate how learners can use the different lines in their artworks.
Step 6: Learners draw their own artworks using the different lines and shapes from
lines.

Conclusion
Help them file work away in preparation for the final lesson.

5 Applying elements and principles of design to artworks
Lesson development
Introduction: In this final lesson, learners will apply what they have learnt.
Step 1: Take them back to the page 173 of the Learner’s Book that summarises the
difference between elements of art and principles of artwork.
Step 1: Ask them to create a simple artwork beginning by using elements of art.
Step 2: Then they will apply principles of art.
Step 3: Display their artwork on a gallery or wall.

Conclusion
Evaluate the displayed work with your learners. Channel the discussion so that it is a
consolidation of key concepts learnt.
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Suggested answers to activities
Activity 17.1
Accept answers that show understanding of lines.
Activity 17.2
Accept answers that show understanding of how lines convey emotions.

End of chapter questions
1. D		
2. B		
3. B		
4. evaluation and analysis
5. True
6. Accept answers that show understanding of effect of curved lines.
7. Accept answers that show understanding of effect of zigzag lines.
8. Curved lines
9-10. Accept answers that show understanding of lines.

Practical activities suggestions
Accept any lines that show good grasp of concepts.
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Topic 3: Aesthetic qualities and appreciation
CHAPTER 18

Assess artworks or artefacts using appropriate
criteria
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) use appropriate criteria to assess artworks.
b) evaluate artworks according to selected criteria.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners should have firm grasp of what visual art elements and principles are.
b) They have been taught learnt that good analysis of artwork should not be biased.
There are specific things to look for, namely how elements and principles of art have
been used for overall effect.
c) The children are now at a stage where they can better empathise with other people,
and therefore better examine the artwork of other children.

Background information and useful teaching notes
Highlight the following points or ideas:
• Evaluation of an artwork involves looking at the art elements and art principles.
• Art evaluation is an oral or written discussion strategy used to analyse, describe, and
interpret works of art.
• Art evaluation is responding to, interpreting meaning, and making critical judgments
about specific works of art.
• Try doing this in a group setting. Ask one child at a time to present their artwork to the
others and tell them about it.
• The other children, as well as yourself, can ask questions or make positive comments
about the work. Try these tips:
- The child who made the art can be the one to call on other children whose hands
		are raised.
- Ask the children to name one thing they like about the art.
- Ask why they like a certain part.
- Ask the children about the details of the work: what colors they see, what shapes,
		etc.
• Do not allow negative comments. The children are still too young to understand
constructive criticism.
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Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•

Pictures where there is lots of principles of art and elements of art
ICT devices where you can view works of art which lend themselves to critical
appreciation – striking images, with vivid colours, shapes, etc.

Skill to be taught
Drawing; colouring; visual discrimination; describing

1-3 What criteria do we use to analyse or assess artwork?
Lesson development
In lesson 1:
Introduction: Let learners talk to each about elements and principles of art. Note all
misfacts or areas of difficulty and take corrective action. Talk about artists using these
elements to analyse artworks. This lesson is to check where problems of grasp of basic
key concepts lie.
Step 1: Explain to learners why it is good practice to do their own self-evaluation of
drawings they have created so far, like the still life art they did in chapter 9 of the
Learner’s Book.
Step 2: Go through the criteria that will be used for used for evaluation.
In lesson 2-3:
Step 3: Learners discuss at length the elements and principles mentioned in the table on
		 page 173-175 of the Learner’s Book.
Step 4: In groups of four, learners evaluate the life observation drawing drawn by James
		Moyo
Let them take turns to evaluate using the right criteria.

Conclusion
Explain why this criteria they have learnt about helps an artist.

4-5 Evaluate artworks according to selected criteria
Lesson development
Introduction: Let them know that they will now draw still pictures and evaluate each
other’s creations. Emphasise that they should use everything you have learnt so far
about being creative.
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Step 1 (first lesson): Instruct them to work individually for the first lesson, drawing own
pictures. Ask them to use everything they have learnt about elements and principles
of art so far to make their artwork look good.
Step 2 (lesson 2): Let them exchange work and evaluate or analyse each other’s work.
Let the same questions they learnt about in the table in page xx of their textbook
guide them.
Step 3: Use exceptional drawings to demonstrate the correct analysis or evaluation of
artwork.

Conclusion
Let them take turns to finish this sentence verbally: “Knowing how to evaluate artwork
makes one _____artist because it ____.”

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 18.1
As they evaluate each other’s work be mindful of this:
• Do not allow negative comments.
• The children are still too young to understand constructive criticism.
Answers to puzzle:
Red, yellow, blue, green, orange, purple, brown, pink, cool, mix, black, grey, pale,
primary

End of chapter questions
1. D 		
2. C
		
3. C		
4. self-evaluation
5. Accept any reasonable answers
6-10. Accept any reasonable answers or answers that show good understanding of key
ideas about evaluation of artworks.
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Topic 3: Aesthetic qualities and appreciation
CHAPTER 19

Using the right criteria to appreciate theatre works
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) critique the work of actors in theatre, film and video.
b) assess the work of directors in theatre, film and video.
c) analyse the work of scriptwriters in theatre, film and video.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) The learners have acted out stories.
b) Learners have also written some scripts for theatre.

Background information and useful teaching notes
•
•
•
•

•

Learners have acted and also written some scripts from literary texts.
It is important to expose them to look at their work critically and be objective in
their theatre appreciation.
As much as possible use literary texts or audio visual devices, including video clips
of actors.
The work under Creative process and performance and Aesthetic qualities and
appreciation can only be done effectively if there are prepared and ready-to-use
audio or visual materials to work with: for example good scripts, video or films
clips, etc. So, teacher preparedness is critical. Check in advance to be sure. If no
scripts by learners exist, for example, make copies of something good from literary
texts, etc.
Make sure their analyses/critical appreciation is always well informed.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•

ICT tools on which are clips of recorded theatre plays, films, etc., which class can
watch together.
Script written by learners in previous lesson this year, or script provided by teacher
Literary texts where actor role stands out

Skills to be taught
Appreciation; analysis; describing; classifying
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1-2 Critiquing the work of actors
Lesson development
Introduction: Watch a recorded short theatre performance with learners.
Step 1: Learners discuss good or bad the main actor’s performance. They say what
criteria they used to analyse the work.
Step 2: From the Learner’s Book they outline the standard measure of critiquing
an actor. As you go through the text, ask them if they want anything explained
beyond that. Do not rush them.
Step 3: In groups, learners have a relook at the same video, taking into cognisance the
standard measure they have learnt for critiquing a theatre actor’s work.

Conclusion
Groups give feedback to the class.

3-4 Assess the work of directors in theatre, film and video
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners describe the work of directors in theatre. As they do, correct
that is wrong.
Step 1: The teacher explains the different roles that the director plays, for example
stage composition, staging and scene movement.
Step 2: Learners watch a recorded performance in groups. They work in groups to
critique the work of the director based on the elements they have identified.
Step 3: Have a feedback session in which groups give feedback. Facilitate and keep
learners focused on the important elements.
Step 4: Do activity 19.1 with the class.

Conclusion
Learners summarise what they have learnt about a theatre director’s work.
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5 Analysing the work of script writers
Lesson development
Introduction: Discuss the role of script writer.
Step 1: Go through the notes as you did for other roles.
Step 2: With the textbook closed, learners describe the roles of a script writer.
Step 3: In groups, learners do Activity 19.2. If there no old script, engage in script
writing with the learners – assist as necessary.

Conclusion
Ask learners to say which, of the roles they have learnt, is the most important or
demanding in theatre?

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 19.1
• This can only be done if they watch a really good play so preparation is critical.
• Make sure their analyses is well informed.
Activity 19.2
• This can only be done if there are good scripts to work with – check in advance
to be sure. If none by learners exist make copies of one (which you will source in
advance and have ready).
• Make sure their analyses is well informed.

End of chapter questions
1.
4.
7.
8.

A 			
2. C 			
3. B
B 			
5. A 			
6. False
Physically
Make sure blocking use of space and visual focus work well. Accept any answer
along these lines.
9. Accept any answer that show understanding of rhythm.
10. Accept any answer that show understanding of exposition.
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Topic 3: Aesthetic qulities and appreciation
CHAPTER 20

Elements and principles of design in theatre
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a)
describe devices used by actors to convey meaning or intend in commercials.
b)
use the appropriate vocabulary for theatre.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners have been taught that theatre has its own special vocabulary, for example,
theme, plot, character, conflict and resolution. They are able to explain what each of
these is.
b) They have also been taught that the special words mentioned above are called
elements of theatre.
c) Learners have been taught the importance of elements of theatre and their effect in
a script or a story.
d) They know that commercials are for potential consumers.
e) They have been taught that stories have a defined structure and pattern that they
follow.

Background information and useful teaching notes
•

•

•

Learners have seen commercials but may not have analysed them before. There is
need to have clips of adverts or pictures that show definite devices such as direct
gaze, body language or non-verbal cues. There is need to give learners time to
scrutinise these.
On stories, learners have written stories before and have looked at some structures
of a story in Grade 4. It is important to use those as a foundation. Give learners time
to identify these structures in stories or written scripts.
Stress to them that elements and principles of designing in theatre are the basis for
critiquing a performance.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•

Audio visual devices – ideally video clips of commercials or pictures that show
definite theatre devices such as direct gaze, body language or non-verbal cues.
Photos on commercial billboards
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Skills to be developed
Theatre designing; blocking or staging; appreciation; non-verbal communication

1-23 Devices used by actors to convey meaning or intent in
commercials
Lesson development
Introduction: Invite learners to talk about the different commercials they know and have
them give reasons why they like the commercials.
Step 1: Play a video clip of a well-known commercial. Learners discuss what they like or
dislike about the video clip.
Step 2: Play different video and explain the different techniques used on the videos.
Step 3: Give learners pictures and video clips to describe. Let them identify the techniques
used therein.
Step 4: Using the techniques they have learnt in commercials, let learners role play
advertising a given brand. Help them use the notes provided in the Learner’s
Book on pages 196-198.
Step 5: Learners take turns to play and critique their performances, focusing on proper
application of the techniques or devices they have learnt.

Conclusion
Learners play the video they have chosen as the best.

3-5 Appropriate theatre vocabulary
Lesson development
Introduction: recap previous teaching on theatre vocabulary.
Step 1: In their groups, learners select a literary class text or watch a recorded play.
Step 2: As they watch, ask them to list all the devices they can recognise.
Step 3: Analyse the work, using as much of the theatre vocabulary you know as possible.

Conclusion
Let learners explain how learning theatre jargon is helpful to a theatre artist.

Suggested answers to activities
NOTE: These lessons require learners to practise theatre vocabulary so as to use it
appropriately. It is important to make sure that appropriate theatre terms are used during
theatre lessons. It is a lot of vocabulary so take your time with them.
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Activity 20.1
Selling products
Look grasp of key ideas on how to project voice for effect. And for use of the correct
body language to put a point across. These activities are meant to assess effectiveness of
your teaching. Please stop to do remedial work as required, and also extension work, if
possible.
Activity 20.2
The work covered is a lot and the jargon is a lot too. This work is a continuous exercise.
You should make sure that when your class does work related to class literary texts, you
use the vocabulary taught here, so the learners can practise.

End of chapter questions
1. C
2. A
3. C
4. to create/make up a story
5. Curtain call/bow to the audience
6. Reward any good, rational answers.
7. Reward any good, rational answers.
8. The direct gaze technique gives confidence in the viewers as the gaze makes them
believe the actor is truthful and the product they are selling is reliable and effective.
OR anything along these lines.
9. Nonverbal cues that actors use in advertising: gestures, stances, facial expressions
and movements that will lead the viewers to buy the product
10. A good voice in a radio commercial should be able to convey the desired emotion to
the potential buyer of the product.

Practical activities suggestions
Accept answers that show good grasp of concepts taught.
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Topic 3:Aesthetic qualities and appreciation
CHAPTER 21

The elements of a plot
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
identify the structural elements of a plot.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners have been taught that theatre has its own special vocabulary, for
example, theme, plot, character, conflict and resolution. They should be able to
explain what the special theatre words taught mean.
b) Learners should know that the special words mentioned above are called elements
of theatre.
c) They should also know the importance of elements of theatre and their effect in a
script or a story.

Background information and useful teaching notes
NOTE: The work you will cover with your learners in this chapter is connected to the
work of the previous chapter of this textbook. It is in some ways a continuation. It is
important, therefore, to begin with a recap of what you taught and what your learners
learnt in the previous chapter.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•

The Learner’s Book
Class literary texts

Skill to be taught
Recall; identification; synthesis

1-2 Recap of work done in previous chapter on elements of a
story
This is a different kind of lesson as it is all an assessment, a necessary one. They
cannot move to the new learning in this chapter if there are gaps in their understanding
of what was taught in Chapter 20. Well in advance of your lesson, you will need to
create a short written test to test recall and grasp of elements of a story from the
previous chapter. Make it simple!
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Lesson development
Introduction: Learners talk about the different patterns that a story follows (which
they have learnt in Grade 4 and in the previous chapter of this Learner’s Book.
Step 1: Test the learners as suggested above.
Step 2: Let learners exchange their work and go through the test as a class. Help them
to mark. After adding the scores, return work to its creator.

Conclusion
Discuss the scores as a class. Work through any problems in understanding theatre
vocabulary as revealed by the scores.

3-5 The structural elements of a plot
Lesson development
Introduction: Tell learners where the lesson will go now: they will use theatre
vocabulary to learners explain the terms used in a plot.
Step 1: Go through the new ideas with the learners (read pages 206-208 of the
Learner’s Book). They are numbered, so you can put them in groups and have
each groups focus on one point then you can have a feedback session. Do what
suits your class!
Step 2: They create a story in groups, following a similar pattern given in their
Learner’s Book.
Step 3: Learners talk to the class about their stories. Make sure they include the
different elements of a plot.

Conclusion
Learners critique each other’s work. Make sure they use the right vocabulary – the new
vocabulary they have learnt!

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 21.1
In this group activity where they work together to identify the exposition,
complication, crisis, climax and resolution help learners to participate fully. Make sure
they use theatre vocabulary as they analyse the story.
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End of chapter questions
1.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A			2. B		3.B		4.C
Beginning, middle and end
Any correct items or qualities of a script
Resolution
Answers will vary. Accept correct ones.
Climax
Answers will vary. Accept correct ones.

Practical activities suggestions

Accept stories that show good grasp of the FOUR concepts.
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Topic 3: Aesthetic qualities and appreciation
CHAPTER 22

Using the right criteria to appreciate dance perfomance
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) identify appropriate vocabulary for analysis and appreciation of dance.
b) analyse the quality of a dance performance fairly.
c) solve problems associated with dancing for an audience.
d) evaluate the effect of outstanding dancers on an audience.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners have been taught what aesthetics qualities of dance are and can
recognize them in a dance piece.
b) They have been taught how to identify the effect or impact of aesthetics qualities
in a dance.
c) Learners have been taught dance vocabulary and can use it appropriately.

Background information and useful teaching notes
In this chapter, start by a recap of what they learnt in previous grades on the elements
that make a dance performance attractive to an audience. At this level, the learner
should be able to easily pickup various components within a dance performance and
report back effectively.
[You will learn to watch a recorded dance performance with learners to teach this
well.]
• Teach them how to analyse and compare how costumes, dance moves lighting
and accompanying music all work together. The learner should develop skills
necessary to evaluate and understand/identify:
- the behaviour and response of a dancer in a dance piece
- the clarity of the theme/message
- the relevance and suitability of audiovisual enhancements
- the synchronisation of dance moves in the choreography and their
		entertainment value;
- the technical execution of incorporated dance moves
- the suitability of the dance content for the audience.
• Understanding these will empower learners by introducing them to additional
dance vocabulary – which will enable them to critique a performance with a
sound understanding of its technical composition. The learner will also learn
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•

•
•

how to synergise the technical with the creative to make up a particular dance
performance. As well as fine tuning their skills of execution in the application of
symbolism in dance. They need to learn that the skill of evaluation is key to correct
interpretation and enjoyment of a dance performance.
Further, in this chapter, you should enable the learner to adopt methods of
engaging the audience when they perform. The learner will need to practice the
difference in being the entertainer and member of the audience.
Facilitate the acquisition of the skills necessary for identification of the types of
props and costumes that should accompany/be used to enhance a performance.
Also teach them how to give precise and objective feedback on what they see
transpire in a performance - which will lead them to become conscious of what
they should aim for when performing themselves. This will also empower the
learners to feel connected to a performance and also to understand their roles as
both dancers and as audience members. They will also pick up skills of comparing
other performances against their own performances.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ICT Tools for showing recording and downloading videos/clips/pictures off the
internet
ICT Tools for recording a performance
resource person: a choreographer or a dance troupe
video clips of traditional Zimbabwean dances
videos/clips of contemporary Zimbabwean dances
flash cards/ photographs showing cultural groups and their dance costumes
flash cards / photographs of various dance props and costume materials.
instrumentals of fast slow and mid-tempo beats
resource persons: dancers from the local community
performance by local dance groups for a community

Skills to be taught
Technical dance skills: body movement and coordination skills; locomotor, skills,
agility, flexibility, proficiency, articulation, projection
Aesthetic movement skills: expressive movement, etc

1-2 Appropriate vocabulary for analysis and appreciation of
dance
[You will learn to watch a recorded dance performance with learners to teach this
well.]
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Lesson development
Introduction: Recap previous learning from Grade 4 as suggested on pages 211-212 of
the Learner’s Book. Make sure the recap is effective since new learning will be based
on existing knowledge.
Step 1: Put learners into groups and assign the dance descriptions on pages 212-215 of
the Learner’s Book, so that each group works on one description. Learners read
the text describing the dance as quietly as they can in their groups, focusing on the
vocabulary used to describe the dances.
Step 2: They close their books and talk about what they have learnt. They check their
books one final time to make sure they got everything right. They close their
books again.
Step 3: Have a report session as a class, where learners tell the others what they have
learnt. Refer to the textbook to clarify any murky parts.

Conclusion
Have learners try out some of the movements.

3-4 Analysing the quality of a dance performance fairly
[You will learn to watch a recorded dance performance with learners to teach this
well]

Lesson development

Step 1: Show clips of different types of dance ensembles and group formats e.g. a
dance drama excerpt: commercial dance performance, traditional dance].
Step 2: Divide the class into 4 groups, and assign tasks as follows:
• get one group of learners to comment accordingly on the dance steps,
improvisation, costumes and props of a specific performance.
• Another group should comment on the overall ideas in the performance.
• The third group must comment on the audience response and reaction in the
performance.
• The last group should comment on the message that they think is being portrayed
and/or communicated in the dance pieces.

Conclusion
Learners tell you in their own words what they have learnt about analysing the quality
of a dance performance fairly.
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5 Elements and principles of dance
[You will learn to watch a recorded dance performance with learners to teach this well. ]

Lesson development
Introduction: Ask learners what their favourite dancers, dance moves or dance styles
are. Ask them who dances them best and why they think so. Have them demonstrate the
moves they like so much.
Step 1: Watch a clip of a dance which is full of elements you will focus on – or elements
summarized on pages xx-xx of the Learner’s Book. Ask learners to identify the
elements they see in the dance.
Step 2: Talk with learners about the effect of elements of dance.
Step 3: Let them improvise a short dance where they copy what they have watched.

Conclusion
Ask them to make it a habit to identify elements of dance taught as they watch dance
videos at home and also to develop them in their dances.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 22.1
1. Prepare a video or dance performance in advance. Make sure it is a good, dramatic
one with a “wow effect”. Watch it as a class.
2. Make sure learners identify the messages/feelings/mood, etc., communicated.
Activity 22.2
Help learners by facilitating only if they are on track but revise key ideas if they are not
showing understanding of key concepts on movement and emotions.
Activity 22.3
Learners can do this as a project. Monitor progress and make sure they write a vivid
description of what they like the most, using what you have learnt about using the right
criteria to appreciate dance performances.

End of chapter questions
1. A			
2. C		
3. C			
4. True
5. True
6. Swing
7. Dance
8-10. Note: These answers require good understanding of key ideas taught. All answers
are in the text in the Learner’s Book on pages xx-xx.
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Practical activities suggestions
Make sure the dance pieces they will watch are very exciting and full of elements that
are easy for them to pick. The videos should be fun to analyse. Allow them to choose
the ones they can relate to.
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Topic 3: Aesthetic qualities and appreciation
CHAPTER 23

Music technology, music and the internet
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) write musical symbols using music software.
b) sing musical sounds from music software.
c) play music from the internet.
d) outline the Do (s) and Don’t (s) when downloading and uploading music on the
internet.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a)
Learners have knowledge of some technologies used in music.
b)
Learners can recognise, use and write musical symbols.

Background information anduseful teaching notes
[NOTE: In this chapter, allow learners to familiarise themselves with various musical
symbols which technology can use and also make them compose a few bars using the
any of the softwares in music. In essence, this should be a practical lesson which will
demand much input from the learner.
This topic expects a teacher to be well versed with different music software so that he/
she facilitates the use of these software by learners.]
•

•
•

•

At this level learners are capable of composing their own music pieces. Introduce
them to composing eight bar rhythms with the aid of music software such as
Sibelius. Allow learners to listen to musical sounds from the music software.
Technology has not spared the music industry as composing and song writing has
gone digital.
There are some musical symbols which technology has embraced which learners
should be familiar with. The crotchet, minim, quavers and all the rest can be
written down using technological tools. There is software which embraces the
musical symbols and these can be used to compose or write some songs.
In this chapter, allow learners to familiarise themselves with various musical
symbols which technology can use and also make them compose a few bars using
the any of the softwares in music. In essence, this should be a practical lesson
which will demand much input from the learner.
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On ethics music and the internet
• The internet is awash with various musical works in the form of videos and audios.
One can listen to or watch the videos. However, there are some ethical issues to be
considered when downloading or uploading music on the internet.
•
In this lesson discuss with learners the ethical issues to be considered. Every place
has some rule and regulations which govern and control the behaviour of people living
in that place. At work places workers also follow some code of conduct that regulates
their behaviour at the workplace. Likewise, the use of the computers and the internet
has some ethics to be followed. The internet is used by many people globally; hence we
should exercise restraint on our behaviour when posting things on the internet.
• In today’s digital world full of technology, teaching and learning have been made easier
and more interesting. The internet is now an essential need for all schools for learning
to be meaningful.
• In music there are a number of softwares that are used in the production of music and
these softwares are found on internet. There are a lot of benefits as well as dangers
to both the teacher and the learners when using the internet, therefore, teachers are
encouraged to be very vigilant when using the internet with learners. This topic expects
a teacher to be well versed with different music softwares so that he/she facilitates the
use of these softwares by learners.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keyboards
Finale
Sibelius
Smartphones
Computer
Marimba
Internet
Print outs of s screenshot with music created using music software – as shown in the
Learner’s Book

Skill to be taught
Use/manipulation of tools of music technology

1-2 Using music technology to write a musical score
Lesson development
Introduction: Show learners various musical symbols on a device with music software.
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Step 1: Learners identify musical symbols on the computer software and name them.
Step 2: Learners write musical symbols and name them.
Step 3: In groups, learners use musical symbols to compose four bar rhythms on musical
software.

Conclusion
Learners read their compositions to the class.

3 Sing musical sounds from music software
[ • Prepare screenshot in the Learner’s Book in advance.]

Lesson development
Introduction: Talk to learners how the music on the screenshot originated.
Step 1: Demonstrate how to create such on the computer.
Step 2: Learners mimic/copy what you have shown them.
Step 3: Sing the music aloud

Conclusion
Summarise capabilities of music software and how this works well for musicians.

4 Play audio and visual music from the internet
Lesson development
Introduction: Ask learners questions on how they play audio and visual music on the
internet. Ask them about music streaming- how do they do it? Why do they do it?
Step 1: Learners demonstrate how they stream music or listen to it online. They also
show you how they get to know the lyrics. Following steps is important.
Step 2: Learners say which habits are acceptable and which ones are not – and why.
Step 3: the learners do Activity 23.2 in groups.

Conclusion
Learners summarise key ideas or concepts on playing audio and visual music from the
internet.
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5 Ethics, music and the internet
Lesson development
Introduction: Ask learners rules and regulations at the school.
Step 1: The teacher discuss with learners some ethics in using computers and the
internet.
Step 2: Learners write down the ethics in using the computers and the internet.
Learners download music from the internet and play it.
Step3: In groups, learners discuss ethical behaviour in using the internet and the
computers. Learners download music from the internet and play it.
Step 4: Learners do Activity 23.2

Conclusion
Play music/watch music video – downloaded or via streaming.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 23.1
Accept correct singing/interpretation of music notes.
Activity 23.2
Everyone likes music and learners must have a lot to say! Make the discussion
interesting and use practical examples as much as possible. Work through 1-4, making
sure everyone is contributing.
Activity 23.3
Let them tell you what they know – then adjust their understanding as necessary.
Facilitate an objective debate on whether technology is good or bad.

End of chapter questions
1.
B
2. A		
3. B		
4. Accept any two correct answers.
5-10. Accept any reasonable or correct answers
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Topic 4: Arts and technology
CHAPTER 24

Technological tools used in visual arts: past and present
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) explore technological tools used in the past and present.
b) apply different technological tools in visual arts.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners have been taught that technology refers to the use of tools, machines,
materials, techniques and sources of power to make work easier and more productive.
b) They are aware that artists use social media as a powerful tool for marketing one’s
work and for connecting with people looking for specific artworks.
c) Learners have been taught that technological tools make it possible for artists to
reduce time spent in the actual execution of artwork.
d) They are aware of social media platforms like Facebook, Whatsapp, Twitter, etc.

Background information and useful teaching notes
Highlight the following ideas:
• Technology refers to the use of tools, machines, materials, techniques and sources of
power to make work easier and more productive.
• Artists use social media as a powerful tool to spotting people looking for specific
artworks.
• With the internet and new technologies of remixing, editing, manipulating and
distributing, it is becoming easier to create things - and share them with the world.
• Technological tools have also allowed artists to reduce time spent in the actual
execution of artwork.
• This allows for instant alterations to modify, add or undo, and delete any actions
made, at any time when creating a work.
• Digital artists achieve a level of industry and production quality in marketing
advertisements, on magazines, and special effects in animated or live action films.
• Electronic media allows for art to be interactive and used in ways not possible with
traditional media.
• Digital portfolios are a collection of work of an individual. They usually house
multiple images or writings together in one place in a professional and attractive way.
• Teachers benefit from having learners build online portfolios by being able to grade
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•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

work more efficiently.
By allowing others access to their portfolios through the internet, learners
communicate with a global audience, and are able to get feedback from peers
worldwide. This can help learners to direct their leaning in different ways.
The purpose of having a blog is to invite people into your world, offer something
unique and to nurture a deeper connection to you and your artwork.
The aim is to get them back to your blog on a regular basis; if you do not do
anything to entice them; if your blog posts are dull, uninformative, careless or
sloppy why would they bother checking in the next time you update?
Skype is learning that has no walls; it is learning that is done out of the classroom
digitally.
Being able to make a phone call, and not only hear the person you are connecting
with, but also being able to see them, has helped to make connections happen
far and wide.
One of the advantages of having Skype guests is that no travel is involved. That
is a good thing. Learners are not only able to learn about other countries and
cultures, but actually make real world connections.
Even young learners often have accounts with passwords to do homework, and
access sites and content that are not always pre-screened by an adult, which
means they may also interact with people they may or may not know.
This growing access to information, television, video, social media, and
gaming means online safety for young children is more important than ever.
Engage learners in conversations about how they use devices at home. See if
you can get them to come up with the ways they interact with other people
online. Do not forget the gamers and the games they play!
Next, ask them how often they think about safety as they do these activities.
Young learners may be unaware of any online safety issues, so listen closely to
your learners so you can direct conversations in a way that are appropriate to
their experiences and emotional development.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•
•

Samples (real) of technological tools used in visual art – those used a long
time ago vs. modern ones
Images or pictures of technological tools used in visual art – those used a long
time ago vs. modern ones
Videos to show a visual artist using a technological tool to create art
A resource person – a visual artist who employs technological tools in visual
arts
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Skills to be taught
Describing; identifying; manipulating; uploading; verbal communication; listening;
creating asocial media account

1-2 Technological tools of the past and present
NOTE: Learners need to have practical experience of using these tools. If there is
internet connectivity at the school, the teacher demonstrates how to use the modern
technological tools.

Lesson development
Introduction: Learners have been introduced to technological tools past and present
in Grade 4. Let learners classify technological tools into past and present from the list
given
Step 1: Learners identify technological tools of the past and present from the
pictures in the Learner’s Book on pages 238-239.
Step 2: Learners talk about how the tools were used/are used in visual art.
Step 3: Talk about modern technological tools which can be used by artists now.
Step 4: Take one technological tool at a time and discuss: digital portfolio, blogs,
Skype, videos and Twitter.
Step 5: If there is no internet connectivity, explain in detail all the steps to be
followed
Step 6: Learners discuss how to use these tools.
Step 7: Learners do practical work if internet is available.

Conclusion
Learners describe how the different tools learnt can be used.

3 Use technological tools to create a digital portfolio
Lesson development
Introduction: Talk about traditional ways of keeping artworks.
Step 1: Talk about the digital portfolio. If there is internet connectivity, show a sample
of portfolio on the internet.
Step 2: Learners list the uses of the portfolio.
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Step 3: Learners talk about how to build a digital portfolio.
Step 4: Go through the steps in the Learner’s Book on pages 240-242 on how to
develop a successful portfolio.
Step 5: In pairs, learners practise uploading their work and building portfolios.

Conclusion
Let learners describe the uses of digital portfolios.

4 Set up a blog
Lesson development
Introduction: Talk about portfolios as ways of keeping artworks.
Step 1: Talk about blogs. If there is internet connectivity, show a sample of portfolio
on the internet
Step 2: Learners list the uses of the blogs.
Step 3: Learners talk about how to build blogs.
Step 4: Go through the steps in Learner’s Book on pages 242-243 on how to develop a
successful blog.
Step 5: In pairs, learners practise building blogs.

Conclusion
Learners move around observing each other’s work.

5 Skype, video and social media
Lesson development
Introduction: Show learners an image of a class on Skype. Talk about Skyping in
general.
Step 1: Learners read about Mrs Moyo and her class and their Skype experience.
Step 2: Learners discuss Skyping with reference to Mrs Moyo and her class.
Step 3: Learners role play the scenario in Mrs Moyo’s class.
Step 4: In pairs, learners list uses of Skype.
Step 5: Learners talk about social media platforms like Whatsapp, Facebook, etc.
Learners talk about Twitter as a way of connecting with customers.
Step 6: Talk about how to create a Twitter account.
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Step 7: Demonstrate how to create a Twitter account, if you have internet access.
Step 8: Learners in pairs practise how to create a Twitter account.
Step 5: Learners practise marketing their artworks to their colleagues via social media,
or making tweets

Conclusion
Learners summarise the use of social media in art OR have a question and answer
session about Skype and video and social media use in art.

Suggested answers to activities
[NOTE: There are many activities to do and you may not have enough time to do
all. Choose what is possible to do, looking at your class capabilities and time and
resources available.]
Activity 24.1
Facilitate and lead learners to the right answers. If they do not much about tools from
the past, tell them about them. The idea is to show has technology has evolved.
Activity 24.2
Help your learners as necessary. Make sure every learner is involved. Ensure good
collaboration and proper use of the computer as they save their work.
Activity 24.3
Help your learners as necessary, especially with the three sentences they have to write.
Make sure every learner is involved. Ensure good collaboration.
Activity 24.4
Help your learners as necessary. Make sure every learner is involved. Ensure good
care of the video camera or any other equipment being used.
Activity 24.5
Help your learners as necessary, especially with getting the right answers. Make
sure every learner is involved. Ensure good collaboration when they create the social
media account.

End of chapter questions
1.
A
2. B
3.B
4.C
5-10. Accept answers that show grasp of concepts, ideas or facts taught.
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Topic 4: Arts Technology
CHAPTER 25

Visual arts software
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) use visual arts software to produce different artworks.
b) identify different media used in visual technology.
c) produce artworks using different media.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners know that there is computer software which one can use to draw, edit
and paint.
b) They also know that computer software is that part of a computer system that
consists of data or computer instructions.
c) They have been taught that Adobe Photoshop is an example of software which a
visual artist can use to draw, edit and paint.
d) Learners know they can use technology to store artworks.

Background information and useful teaching notes
[NOTE: It is important that you, the teacher, are familiar with how Adobe Photoshop
works and also know the various parts and how they work. Learners may be more
technologically adept than you realise since children are very good with technological
gadgets, so be very prepared yourself!]
• In this chapter, you introduce learners to Photoshop editing software.
- Photoshop is a type of photo editing software.
The software has many parts which are used for drawing, editing and colouring.
- The software options for digital artists are many and varied. There are plenty of
tools on the market aimed at helping you to create unique pieces of digital art or
mimic traditional effects.
- Upon loading Photoshop, a sidebar with a variety of tools with multiple imageediting functions appears to the left of the screen.
- These tools typically fall under the categories of drawing; painting; measuring
and navigation; selection; typing and retouching.
- Some tools contain a small triangle in the bottom right of the toolbox icon. These
can be expanded to reveal similar tools.
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•

In preparation have flash cards with words of the Photoshop environment.

In lesson on ethics in visual arts and the internet
• Too often the Internet is being misused or abused by learners. Learners need to be
aware that how technology use is an ethical issue.
• By now learners are aware of the general dangers of surfing the internet. You can
talk about why dangerous people like to hunt for prey or victims on the internet.
This knowledge will help to underscore why safe behaviour is necessary.
• Talk also about how some people post vulgar pictures on the internet.
• Tell them the same rules, ethics and/or values they are taught at school and at home
should guide all they do, anywhere.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•

Flash cards with software names
ICT resources with Photoshop images, if available
The Learner’s Book, pages 250-252

Skills to be taught
Drawing, colouring, editing – *all on/using Adobe Photoshop; awareness of rights and
responsibilities; discrimination

1-2 Let us use Adobe Photoshop to produce different artworks
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners talk about work they have done in Grade 4, using visual arts
software.
Step 1: Learners have been exposed to photo editing in previous grades. Recap the
editing process using a camera.
Step 2: Talk about the Photoshop as a software they can use to edit photos.
Step 3: Show a chart showing Adobe tools. Learners talk about these tools and how
they are used.
Step 4: Learners identify the tools on a computer, if ICT resources are available. If you
do not have ICT resources, use pages 250-252 of the Learner’s Book.
Step 5: Demonstrate how to use the software if you are in a “smart” classroom. Begin
with drawing and then move on to colouring and editing. Facilitate/assist as
necessary.

Conclusion

Learners go round observing each other’s work.
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3-4 How to edit photos using Photoshop
[NOTE: Ideally, this should be done during a double period of single consecutive
lessons.]

Lesson development
Introduction: Recap capabilities of visual arts software such as Adobe Photoshop.
Step 1: Learners talk about their experiences with Adobe Photoshop (if they worked
		 on it firsthand). If they did not, use the Learner’s Book pages 250-252 to
		 summarise Adobe Photoshop capabilities or functionality.
Step 2: Get a good, simple image to use to illustrate editing photos via Adobe. They
		 have learnt about in previous grades and may know more than you realise so
		 do not slow them down! That is why you must know more than they do so you
		 extend their knowledge. If there are gadgets to use, the Learner’s Book text
		 will help.
Step 3: Work with the learners as they practical work and edit photos. Facilitate/assist
		 as necessary let them learn by discovery, as much as possible.

Conclusion
Learners say what they have discovered or learnt about visual arts software and how it
has helped them.

Lesson development
Introduction: Display the safety internet poster
Step 1: Talk about the safety poster learnt in Grade 4.
Step 2: Talk about meeting bad people on the internet.
Step 3: Learners talk bad people who use the internet to exploit children.
Step 4: Learners read Sifiso’s story on page 254 of the Learner’s Book.
Step 5: Learners discuss Sifiso’s ordeal on the internet.
Step 6: Learners describe what they learnt from the story.
Step 7: Learners list the correct thing to do in a case of internet abuse.
Step 8: Learners revisit the internet pledge they did in Grade 4.
Step 9: Learners write the pledge.

Conclusion
In pairs, learners read the pledge.
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Suggested answers to activities
Activity 25.1
Listen in as they share ideas. Correct the wrong ones or lead them to making the right
declarations or intentions
Activity 25.2
Facilitate as neccesary. No answer is a wrong answer. The idae is for them to show
understanding of key ideas or concepts.

End of chapter questions
1. C		
2. B		
3. C 		
4. C
5. A		
6. C		
7. B
8-10. Accept answers that show firm grasp of facts or key ideas taught.
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Topic 4: Arts and technology
CHAPTER 26

Lights, sound, colours, ethics!
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) identify different types of light in theatre for different purposes.
b) apply different types of light for different scenes and purposes.
c) choose different sounds to use in different scenes for your own purposes.
d) analyse moral principles involved when using the internet.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners have been taught that there are technological tools that theatre artists use to
enhance theatrical performances. You should know that lighting is one of these tools.
b) They know, from learning in previous grades, what lighting effects can do.
c) They should know what creative lighting can do to a performance.
d) Learners have been taught that colours express emotions or mood.
e) They have been taught what sound effects are and should be aware of their impact
on a play or a performance.
f) Learners should know what ethics are and the ethical values that are important in
theatre arts.

Background information and useful teaching notes
•
•
•

Theatre technology is continuously evolving. It is important to expose learners to
some arts technology if it can be availed locally.
A hands on approach is encouraged and should be applied to and by all learners. It is
important to use any available resources to expose learners to the technology.
It is imperative to have downloaded movie or film/video clip with lots of visual,
lighting and sound effects – this is a must, for effective teaching and learning to
take place. Talk only will not enable learning and syllabus objectives will be hard to
achieve. Be creative and be prepared.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•
•

Audio visual devices, including smartphones
Downloaded movie with lots of visual, lighting and sound effects – *this is a must,
for effective learning to take place
Lights for special effects
Recorded sounds (natural and artificial) for special effects
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Skills to be taught
Appreciation skills; recording skills; listening

1 Purposes of lights in theatre and different types of light
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners talk about the different devices used in enhancing a
performance that they covered in Grade 4.
Step 1: Learners watch a short clip of a recorded theatre performance and they take
note of everything that they see besides actors and the stage.
Step 2: Talk to them about what they have written down. Watch the clip with them
again, stopping wherever you see a teaching point
Step 3: Go through the effects of lights summarised in the table on page 258 of the
Learner’s Book to underline how lights enhance a performance.

Conclusion
Have them ask questions and answers that will reiterate important concepts and ideas
about purpose of light in theatre.

2 Types of lights used in theatre
[NOTE: It would be most ideal to have the actual lights so they experience the effect
first hand, or to watch clips of video with stunning lighting effects. But, the Learner’s
Book text and pictures will help if the no such resources are available.]

Lesson development
Introduction: Ask them to tell you briefly about the uses of lights in theatre.
Step 1: Take them through types of light on pages 259-262 of their textbook. If you can
show video clips of performances full of such, show them.
Step 2: Teacher explains the different types of lights and where they are used.
Learners are presented with pictures which have different lighting used on
them from the Learner’s Book, pages 259-262.
Step 3: Learners describe the effects the different lights on the performance.

Conclusion
Learners talk about lightings effects and where they can be used.
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3 Choosing colours for scenes in a play
Introduction: Learners talk about the different colours that they like or have seen on
movies or performances.

Lesson development
Step 1: Learners watch a recorded theatre performance and they take note of the use of
colours of the lights, costume, props.
Step 2: Discuss with them the effects of the colours in a recorded performance and also
on their emotions.
Step 3: Go through the colour psychology chart on page 263 of the Learner’s Book
with them. Invite questions so you can clarify things or enhance understanding
of colour use in literary work
Step 4: Help them with Activity 26.1 Facilitate and channel their thoughts and ideas
as necessary.

Conclusion
Learners give quick group feedback on ideas for their short, colour themed play.

4 Sounds for different scenes and purposes
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners talk about the different devices used in enhancing a performance
– they should refer to work that they covered in Grade 4 and what they have learnt in
Grade 5 on the same
Step 1: Learners watch a recorded theatre performance and they take note of everything
that they have seen or heard besides actors, lights and the stage.
Step 2: Learners listen to different sounds in the film or clip. They identify the sounds
and classify them as either artificial or natural, depending on the source.
Step 3: From a recorded performance, the teacher explains the role of sounds in a
performance. The grammatical and narrative roles are to be distinguished so
that learners appreciate the role of sound in theatre (see the Learner’s Book
pages 263-264).
Step 4: In groups, learners listen and identify sounds that has been used to evoke
emotions, narrate a story or where the sounds have a grammatical role.
Step 5: Learners experiment with recorded sounds on a script they have performed
from the previous lessons as per Activity 26.2 in the Learner’s Book.

Conclusion
Learners discuss the effects of the sounds on their performances.
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5 Ethics in theatre and the internet
Lesson development
Introduction: Recap what they have covered so far regarding use of the internet.
Step 1: Discuss with the learners how the use of the internet affects an artist’s work.
Step 2: Learners study the imprint page on page 265 of the Learner’s Book. Ask them
to tell you what information that they see on this page is necessary to protect
an artist (in this case, CPS’s) copyright? This is meant to test understanding/
ability to apply knowledge learnt.
Step 3: Talk to them briefly about computer viruses.

Conclusion
Learners says what they can do as individuals to practise good unhu/Ubuntu/vumunhu
when they use the Internet.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 26.1
Help them do this well and that they apply what they have learnt. When working
together, make sure they do in harmony and that each learner gets involved.
Activity 26.2
Help them do this well and that they apply what they have learnt. When working
together, make sure they do in harmony and that each learner gets involved. Allow
free expression and make sure they stay focused.
Activity 26.3
Help them with the recording. Help them do this activity well and that they apply
what they have learnt. When working together, make sure they do in harmony and
that each learner gets involved.
Activity 26.4
This is meant to develop critical thinking and problem solving. It is about creating
awareness of what is wrong about downloading, so make sure you make that aspect
clear.
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End of chapter questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

A
C
B
Any of these: to focus on an object; to separate a character from other characters;
to emphasize a gesture.
5. Up light
6. To evoke is to bring out in the audience or to make an audience feel an emotion.
To convey is to communicate an emotion.
7-10. The text in the Learner’s Book provides all the answers. Some answers may
require one or two explanations. Others will be objective. Accept any answer that
show firm grasp of concepts.

Practical activities suggestions

This is about recall. Make sure they have good grasp of the concept of sound having
a narrative and a grammatical role.
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Topic 4: Arts technology
CHAPTER 27

Arts technology in dance
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) use different types of light for different types of light for different dances and use
lights for purposes in dance.
b) apply different colours for different dances and purposes.
c) choose different musical beats for different dances and purposes.
d) retell the moral values associated with dance when using the internet.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners are aware that a dance performance should be attractive to an audience
or be one that can grab an audience’s attention. They have been taught elements of
dance and dance principles that can make this happen.
b) They are aware that one has be very creative to make a dance piece stand out.
c) Learners have been taught that creative use of technological tools can have a huge
impact on a dance piece.

Background information and useful teaching notes
[NOTE: You will have to show learners clips of types of dance – pictures and describing
will not suffice. When you discuss props and costumes, it is also best not to just talk
about them. Find real materials so you teach effectively. Look at the objectives or
learning outcomes above. They demand a certain preparedness. You need to have
technological devices, pictures from the internet, music playlists and sound effects,
etc., – to use illustratively.]
Lessons on visual and lighting effects in dance
• The aim in this lesson is to teach the learners to identify the technical, emotional
and practical needs of a dance piece, production and/or skit.
• Teaching efforts should focus on the different options of visual sound and lighting
technology available to enhance and compliment a dance performance.
• You will need to gather the different components of visual and lighting equipment
for teaching to be meaningful. Get the children to explore. Demonstrate how to
operate and set-up the different pieces of equipment.
• You should also teach the learner how to plan implement and exercise their creative
vision over a choreography. This is meant to encourage them to make choices
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that can add value to a dance piece. Once they get this, they can appreciate
the benefits of modern implements and equipment. Get familiar with them
yourself well in advance of each lesson — do your own research!
Lesson on sound effects in dance
•
•

•

•
•

Your teaching efforts should be about creating awareness of the various sources
of sound effects that can be produced for use in dance.
Learners should familiarise themselves with a range of unpitched or untuned instruments used in traditional dance as well as tuned instruments and
electronic devices and instruments that are used in a production. This way,
learners develop the ability to compare and contrast the traditional instrument
with its modern contemporary counterpart.
It is important to give the learners a chance to practice using the various
devices available to capture or record, store/save work and enhance a dance
piece/production. So you need to have a computer-type device which learners
can work on. Through the practical use of such equipment the learner will
gain confidence in conceptualizing and packaging a dance product for public
consumption and performance.
Stress these principles, as simply as you can:
Well-designed and well-executed sound, lighting and visual effects make a
dance performance look professional, and pleasurable to watch.
Technology and effects make dance performances exciting to watch.
Finally, let them learn how to manipulate, maintain and play relevant
instruments.

Lesson on ethics in dance and in use of the internet
• You need to develop awareness on the rules of engagement when dealing
with social platforms and the internet. The content touches on cross cutting
issues like gender, child rights and responsibilities, unhu/ubuntu/vumunhu and
intellectual property rights
• Make them aware of the benefits and dangers involved in involvement and
exposure to the Internet, and stress the need for adult supervision at all times.
• Teach them how they can use the internet to create a bigger market for their
productions.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•
•

ICT tools for showing recording and downloading videos/clips off the internet
visual and lighting technological tools — actual if possible
ICT tools for connecting to the Internet — including a computer or iPad
video clips of dance performances; video clips on different visual/lighting and
sound effects
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•
•
•
•
•
•

different lights (led and gel) and lighting racks
video clips/flashcards showing illustrations/pictures of musical instruments
musical instruments or instruments mentioned or shown in the Learner’s Book/
pictures of different instruments used to make sound effects in dance
recordings/videos of different sound effects/ recorded sounds; dance video with
stunning visual effects, accompanied by dance
visual and lighting technological tools – pictures (make them large)
a selection of different props.

Skill to be taught
*Technical use of devices or technology to enhance dance performances (this assumes
teacher will have access to such)

1-2 Visual and lighting technology in dance
Lesson development
Introduction: Talk to learners about what they know of sound effects and lighting
effects. Adjust understanding as necessary in preparation for new learning.
Step 1: Show short clips on different types of lighting effects in dance. Show different
		 flashcards/photographs on photographic lighting and stage lighting.
		 Discuss each type of lighting tones and their effects on different materials and
		 skin shades. Discuss the impact of each different type of lighting to a dance
		 photo shoot/ performance.
Step 2: Get the children to explore the different components of visual and lighting
		 equipment. Demonstrate how to operate and set-up the different pieces of
		 equipment. Allow the learner to experiment with setting up visual and lighting
		 equipment for a photo shoot/ performance in groups.
Step 3: Demonstrate to the learner how to apply different lighting and visuals to enhance
		 their dances.
Step 4: Discuss the advantages and disadvantages in using certain types of lighting for
		 specific themes and moods in dance.
Step 5: Using the dance images on pages 272-274 of the Learner’s Book, get the learners
		 to comment on the impact of the absence or presence of visual sound and lighting
		 technology in dance.
Step 6: Select a few of their most creative dance pieces and ask the learners to come up
		 with lighting concepts for them in groups. Assign learners roles in the set-up and
		 directing of multimedia lighting equipment.

Conclusion
Learners critique their lighting concepts.
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3 Sound effects or audio effects in dance
Lesson development
Introduction: Talk to learners about various sources of sound effects that can be produced
for use in dance. They may know some of it already so start from existing knowledge
(from what they know so far).
Step 1: Learners should familiarise themselves with a range of unpitched or un-tuned
instruments used in traditional dance as well as tuned instruments and electronic
devices and instruments that are used in a production.
Step 2: Learners compare and contrast traditional instrument with modern contemporary
counterpart.

Conclusion
If time allows allow them to how to play relevant instruments

4-5 Ethics in dance and in use of the Internet
Lesson development
Step 1: Show the learner pictures of social media platforms that are appropriate and
		 inappropriate. Discuss how these sites can be useful or harmful.
Step 2: Show them photographs/clips on positive and negative dressing and behavior of
		 dancers on television and the internet. Have interactive discussions with the
		 learners on issues of child rights and responsibilities, unhu /ubuntu/vumunhu in
		 the use of social media platforms and promotion of dance productions and
		 attitudes on-line.
Step 3: Discuss the rights and responsibilities of children in dance and on the internet.
		 Highlight the dangers of abuse of children’s rights.
Step 4: Show them flashcards on acceptable and unacceptable conditions of negotiation
		 that apply for girls and for boys.
Step 5: Show them the dangers in communicating with strange people both on-line and
		 off-line for performances, without the knowledge of an adult.

Conclusion
Let learners tell you in their own words what they will tell their parents they have learnt
about “Ethics in dance and in use of the Internet”.
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Suggested answers to activities
Activity 27.1
1. C B. C		
3. D
4. Accept any reasonable answers.
5. Lighting for ballet or contemporary dance.
Activity 27.2
Help them do this well. Make sure they know how to use recording equipment and
handle it with care. When working together, make sure they do in harmony and that each
learner gets involved.
Activity 27.3
Help them do this well and that they apply what they have learnt. When working together,
make sure they do in harmony and that each learner gets involved.

End of chapter questions
1. B		2. C		3. A		4. D		5. C
6-10 Accept any reasonable answers/answers that show grasp of key ideas.

Practical activities suggestions

Divide the class into groups of 8-9. Provide different dance props, costumes, lighting
and sound devices. Monitor participation and facilitate creatively to ensure that required
learning occurs.
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Topic 5: Enterprise skills
CHAPTER 28

Enterprise skills in music
Objectives

By the end of the lesson, learners should be able to:
a) describe different musical careers.
b) construct tuned and untuned instruments.
c) organise exhibitions for selling musical instruments.
d) perform for commercial purposes.
e) bring together ideas that show acceptable and unacceptable practice.
f)
create advertising jingles.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners can name possible careers one can pursue in the music industry.
b) They can identify instruments that need to be tuned and identify those that are
untuned.
c) Learners have been taught how to tune a few instruments.
d) Learners can identify good and bad ethics in music.

Background information and useful teaching notes
On careers in music
• This unit aims to develop an appreciation among learners on various careers in the
music industry, hence allow learners to be exposed to various careers in music and
assist them with some where possible.
• There are various careers in the music industry, which learners can appreciate and
pursue later in life. Discuss with learners the various careers in the Learners’ Book.
Show them some of the pictures on careers in the music industry or some videos
showing professionals in music. Allow learners to role play any of the careers they
have discussed.
On making tuned or untuned instruments
• Instruments can be constructed using locally available materials. Long ago people
constructed their instruments using materials from their fields and forests. Today
the same produce from the fields such as mapudzi and the same trees in the forests
can be used to construct hosho, mbira and ngoma. However, highlight to learners
the issue of environmental degradation due to overcutting of trees.
• In this lesson, learners should actually construct their on musical instruments
using these materials. Seek the services of a resource person where you have no
knowledge of the construction of some instruments.
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On performing for a commercial show
• Live performances need to be thoroughly prepared for and rehearsals should be
done regularly to sharpen the skills and increase proficiency.
• Organise and monitor learners on their rehearsals and make sure the performance
is worth for paying audience. In this lesson, discuss with learners the acceptable
behaviour when performing for paying audience. Teach learners to appreciate that
the customer is king and such they should treat their audience with respect.
On marketing
• Products should be advertised effectively for profit to be realized. As a way of
marketing, advertisers create jingles which help in selling their products.
• Jingles are short melodies which are meant to advertise new products on the market.
Demonstrate to learners how the jingles are made. Help learners to make their own
jingles.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•
•

Resource person or resource centre
Wood, twine, animal skins, lamellas
Pictures of tuned and untuned instruments
Recorded jingles (for Lesson 5) – punchy ones!

Skills to be taught
Advertising; performing; interactive skills; making instruments

1 Careers in music
Lesson development
Introduction: show learners various career pictures of people in the music industry.
Step 1: The teacher explains to learners how professionals in the music industry work in
their different capacities and workplaces.
Step 2: Learners name various careers in the music industry and describe how they
work.
Step 3: In groups, learners role play various careers in the music industry.

Conclusion
Talk to learners about main points of the lesson/invite questions from them on the same.
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2-3 Making tuned or untuned instruments and selling them
[This culminates in an instrument-making project which may take several lesson to
complete.]

Lesson development
Introduction: show learners various pictures of instruments and also use the ones in
the Learner’s Book.
Step 1: Lead a discussion on how the various instruments including those shown in
the Learner’s Book are constructed. Let the learners identify the materials
used to construct the instruments.
Step 2: Learners construct tuned and untuned instruments individually or in groups.
Step 3: Let learners critique each other’s work – then they effect good ideas from
the critique, then put finishing touches.
Step 4: Learners polish their instruments and decorate them.

Conclusion
Learners exhibit their instruments at a later time (may be end of term) for people to
buy.

4 Performing for commercial shows
Lesson development
Introduction: Discuss the questions under the collage of local pictures of musicians.
Some may not know them – teach them what they should know about these four
artists. Talk about what makes them so popular.
Step 1: Learners use what they have learnt in the Introduction to organise themselves
for a performance.
Stage 2: Learners agree on behaviour on stage which might annoy audience and
suggest ways of avoiding it. They agree on behaviour that will make them
shine.
Step 3: In groups, learners take turns to perform for “pretend” fee paying audience
– the rest of the class.

Conclusion
If possible, have your class’s best performers perform for the school at some point.
Conclude the lesson by discussing possible pitfalls on their performance and suggest
solutions.
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5 Marketing
Lesson development
Introduction: play various jingles from the radio.
Step 1: Learners identify other jingles from the radio and television. Lead a discussion
on how the various jingles are made.
Step 2: Learners use the text in the Learner’s Book to make their own jingles which
advertise the instruments they have constructed.
Step 3: Learners play the jingles they have made to the class and identify the best jingle.

Conclusion
Conclude the lesson by playing best jingles made by the learners.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 28.1
Accept good pictures; accept and compliment good notes on careers.
Activity 28.2 (Project)
Guide learners on the construction of instruments and display of good quality materials.
Activity 28.3
Accept correct names and songs. Give credit to good organizational skills/performance/
showmanship.

Activity 23.4 (jingle making)
Make sure the jingle are punchy and let the children have fun. Learning happens when
they do!

End of chapter questions
1.
C		2. Hosho		3. A		4. C		5. B
6-10. Answers will vary. Accept any reasonable answers or answers that show firm
grasp of key ideas.

Practical activities suggestions

Before they do this activity, discuss with them how a jingle is created. Remind the
learners that jingles should be short and that they are usually used to promote an event
or a brand. If possible play some well- known jingles before they try to create their
own.
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Topic 5: Enterprise skills
CHAPTER 29

Careers in visual arts
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, you should be able to:
identify careers paths in visual arts.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners are aware that in the business world today, there are opportunities for
exciting careers in art.
b) They are also aware that the modern creative industries employs people in visual
arts-based fields such as television, film, marketing, advertising, product design,
packaging, fashion, photography, gaming and web development.

Background information and useful teaching notes
Highlight the following:
• Today the business world needs the skills of art specialist people in so many areas.
There are hundreds of careers in art.
• This topic discusses different visual art careers. In preparation for the lesson, you
will need to find pictures of visual artists.
• You can also research and find out who are visual artists in your area, for example,
carpenter, builder, potter, sculptor, painter and so on since leaners may have parents
and relatives who are visual artists and be able to talk about their careers.
• Before the lesson, create or obtain a big chart that summarises possible careers in
visual art. Pin it on the classroom wall. Learners need to understand that there are
many artist jobs and it is possible to have a great career in visual art.
• It is important to understand that these skills are valuable in a wide range of jobs
which are not only limited to art. There are many more art jobs than just the traditional
artist ones.
• The modern creative industries employ people in visual based fields such as television,
film, marketing, advertising, product design, packaging, fashion, photography,
gaming and web development.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•

flashcards on which careers in visual art are written
images of famous visual artists
ICT tools or videos of different types of visual art careers
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Skills to be developed
Describing; identifying; discrimination; analyzing; miming; acting

1-2 Career paths in visual art
Lesson development
Introduction: Display the picture of Rudo the dressmaker or any other visual
artists.
Step 1: Learners talk about as many of the visual art careers as they know.
Step 2: Learners discuss the building career and the many branches it has.
Step 3: Learners discuss and describe the different jobs in the building industry.
Step 4: Learners role play the different jobs in building.
Step 5: Learners make a choice of a job they want in building and draw it, if time
allows.

Conclusion
Learners display their work.

3 Careers in movies
Lesson development
Introduction: If you are in a smart classroom that means there is internet resources.
Show a film of Paraffin or any available local actor on YouTube.com or play a video
on a computer or laptop.
Step 1: Explain that it takes a lot of visual artists to make the film. Say why.
Step 2: Learners brainstorm the people who are involved in film making.
Step 3: Learners name the artists on page
Step 4: Show learners how at the end of a film the names of visual artists who
appear.
Step 5: Learners identify artists and describe the work they do suing the table in
their textbook.
Step 6: In groups, learners role play jobs in the film industry.

Conclusion
Learners present their role plays.
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4 – 5 Careers in the fashion industry
Introduction: Learners talk about the fashion industry and brainstorm the people who
are involved in fashion industry.

Lesson development
Step 1: Learners name the types of artists involved in fashion.
Step 2: Show learners pictures of artists in the fashion industry.
Step 3: Learners identify the artist in the fashion industry.
Step 4: Learners describe the work the artists do in the fashion industry.
Step 5: Learners play the game “WITHOUT ME ……………” learners choice a
career in fashion and describe it.
Step 6: Learners draw the career of their choice in fashion.

Conclusion
Learners talk about their career drawings.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 29.1
Help them do this well and that they apply what they have learnt. When working
together, make sure they do in harmony and that each learner gets involved. Allow free
expression and make sure they stay focused.
Activity 29.2
Make sure the talks about why that job is so important to the fashion industry are
inspired by a sound appreciation of the work of visual artists. Applaud critical and
creative thinking. Make sure they all encourage each other and clap after each
presentation.

End of chapter questions
1. B
2. B
3. A
4.
D
5-10. Accept reasonable and logical answers that show good grasp of ideas and
concepts taught.
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Topic 5: Enterprise skills
CHAPTER 30

Media and tools we can use to produce artworks
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
use or employ various media and tools to produce artworks.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners should know that in the past, artists used indigenous materials for painting
such as mud, cow dung, the juice of leave (for colouring) and many other things that
they could find easily from their natural environment.
b) They also know that today, artists use modern media and tools which include
electronic art media such as computers, cellphones, video camera and many others.
c) Learners aware that even today, soil, seeds, sticks, paper etc are used to make
artworks.

Background information and useful teaching notes
Highlight the following:
• The art of carpentry and woodworking is practiced by a skilled and professional
craftsperson or joiner, who designs and builds buildings, furniture and other objects.
• Indigenous materials for painting were human hair and blood, solar from sun, garlic,
rust, coffee, onion, mud, tomato In contrast to traditional art media, electronic art
media are tools and materials such as computers and electronic media to produce
electronic art either for electrical display or printing.

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•

Art tools and materials from the past (indigenous) real objects or pictures
Modern art media and tools
Resource person to talk about indigenous art media and tools

Skills to be taught
Manipulation; fine motor
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1-2 Visual art media and tools
[These two lessons and the ones that conclude this chapter must be done
consecutively, in one week.]

Lesson development
Introduction: Learners talk about tools they have used before when making
artworks.
Step 1: learners identify some of the tools from pictures.
Step 2: Learners discuss how some of the tools are used.
Step 3: Assign them the task on page 302 in the Learner’s Book.

Conclusion
Learners give feedback on what else they have found on the internet.

3-5 Let us explore with art media and tools
Introduction: Do a quick recap of what you taught in previous lessons.

Lesson development
Step 1: Learners talk about the tools used by the women of Matobo district to
decorate their houses. Solicit their responses and point out the beauty of the
houses, the creativity and good use of what nature has provided.
Step 2: Learners view pictures of the painted houses.
Step 3: Learners talk about how artists can paint even the street.
Step 4: Learners talk about other media and tools used by other artists such as yarns
and fibres.
Step 5: Learners produce artworks using collected media and tools.

Conclusion
Learners display their artworks.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 30.1
If there is no internet connectivity or a library, you will have to teach about it
yourself. Make sure you mention art media and tools they know well, even those
they learnt in grade 4.
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Activity 30.2
There is a lot of “doing”. You have more choice than usual here - choose activities
that work best for your learners.

End of chapter questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C
C
True
B
This is about recall reading a picture.
If you cannot get the colour of yarn or cloth you want, you can mix colours and
die the yarn or cloth.
7. Art media are the materials an artist uses to communicate ideas. Two simple
common examples of art media are: tape, glue wire, wood, tin wood – any of
these.
8. Art tools are equipment an artist uses to create artworks. Two simple common
examples of art tools are scissors, fork; knife, chisels – any of these.
9. Visual artists among Matobo women today and female visual artists of long
ago use media provided by Mother Nature to create artworks – anything along
these lines.
10. “Visual artists use what is given free by Mother Nature”. Accept good ideas
for tools provided by Mother Nature and reward good answers on they can do
with them.
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Topic 5: Enterprise skills
CHAPTER 31

Exhibitions commissioned work and work ethically
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) organise exhibitions.
b) market artefacts.
c) practice business ethics that are necessary in visual art.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners have been taught in previous grades how to organise an art exhibition.
b) They have also been taught in previous grades how to market artefacts effectively.
c) Learners should know by now how to conduct themselves ethically in business and
why it is necessary to follow business ethics.

Background information and useful teaching notes
Highlight these concepts or ideas:
• An art exhibition is traditionally the space in which art objects “meet” an audience.
•
The exhibit is understood to be temporary, for some people.
• An exhibition may present pictures, drawings, video, sound, installation,
performance, interactive art, new media art or sculptures by individual artists,
groups of artists or collections of a specific form of art.
• The artworks may be presented in museums, art halls, art clubs or private art
galleries
•
Sometimes the event is organised on a specific occasion or for a given purpose like
a birthday, anniversary or commemoration or at school opening.
•
In Zimbabwe there are many galleries like Chapungu, National gallery of
Zimbabwe, Delta and many more in many cities where artworks are exhibited
On business ethics and values:
• As a visual artist you need to be consistent in your thoughts, words and action.
•
Sometimes it requires you to have moral courage to do the right thing, and it takes
inner strength to live up to mistakes and admit when a fault has been made.
• In all of your actions, you must strive to be fair and just always obeys the law, and
never breaks the rules, regulations or laws surrounding your artwork activities.
• Being ethical means treating everyone with respect, demonstrating this by being
courteous and having an equal treatment of people regardless of who they are.
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•
•
•
•

Respect is given because everyone deserves dignity, privacy and rights, and they
adhere to the rule that you must strive to treat others the way you would like to be
treated.
In business, people observe the way you carry out your business. They look to see
if your behaviour is good or bad.
Business ethics is the behaviour that a business adheres to in its daily dealings
with the world. The ethics of a particular business can be many.
They apply not only to how the business interacts with the world at large, but also
to their one-on-one dealings with a single customer.
They define what’s right and wrong, and outline the kind of behavior that
businesses should not engage in. For responsible decision making in a business
environment, a good set of ethics is key.

In lesson on marketing
Highlight the following:
• Visual artists sell their things in different places called markets. There are many
markets in our country.
• Sometimes artists put their artworks on online gallery.
• An online art gallery is a website that display artworks.
• Usually, the online gallery is run as a business, with the purpose of displaying the
artwork being to promote it to potential buyers.
• The emergence of the digital world has changed the way artists communicate with
their audiences.
• Marketing in the form of social media, blogs and websites is becoming increasingly
preferred to traditional marketing techniques.
• In the digital art gallery, your artwork is visible to everyone, at all times, anywhere
in the world.
• If the audience love your work, they want to know more about it, they will follow
it, and want to understand it from every possible angle.
• Humans are visual an artist should present work in a visual, compelling way.
• Artists should think of Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, and Youtube as a new
canvas!

Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•

Picture of artwork displayed in galleries and exhibitions
Visit to a gallery or an exhibition
Resource person

Skills to be taught
Creativity; drawing; colouring; soft skills, unhu/Ubuntu/vumunhu; marketing,
uploading and downloading
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1 Organise exhibitions
Lesson development
Introduction: Look at the poster on page 307 of the Learner’s Book.
Step 1: Talk about the contents of the of the advertisement.
Step 2: Talk about what happened on the day of exhibition.
Step 3: Talk about who came to the exhibition.
Step 4: Learners talk about what Grade 5s exhibited.
Step 5: Learners discuss what is needed to organise an exhibition.
Step 6: Learners brainstorm how they can also exhibit their artworks.
Step 7: Learners talk about how they will choose the artworks to exhibit.

Conclusion
Learners do Activity 31.1.

2 Commissioned work
Introduction: Learners talk about what they know about commissioning an artwork
from previous knowledge in Grade 4.

Lesson development
Step 1: Show learners a collage picture of a court scene depicting commissioning of
an artwork.
Step 2: Learners read the story about David and discuss what is taking place.
Step 3: Learners talk about what is happening in Scene 2.
Step 4: Learners brainstorm what will happen to David.
Step 5: Learners discuss what the three should have done in this case.
Step 6: Learners discuss the commissioning agreement.

Conclusion
Learners list the contents of the commissioning agreement.

3 Business ethics and values
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners revisit the story of David and discuss his conduct in doing
business.
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Step 1: Learners talk about how each of us depend on each other and the rules people
follow in their homes.
Step 2: Talk about how artists have their own rules called ethics to follow.
Step 3: Explain that artists must do the right thing all the time.
Step 4: Learners discuss the right things to and the bad things not to do.
Step 5: Learners read the story of Chris.
		 Learners identify the bad things Chris did.

Conclusion
Learners play a short game called: “If I were Chris, this is what I would have…

4-5 Marketing artworks
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners revisit technological tools they have learnt in this textbook such
as blogs, Twitter, Facebook, etc.
Step 1: Learners talk about how artists need to market their work to a wider audience.
Step 2: Learners describe how these technological tools are used to market artworks.
Step 3: Talk about the advantages of marketing using digital tools.
Step 4: Learners discuss uploading artworks using the different tools to market them in
		 different platforms.
Step 5: Talk about the steps to be followed when uploading artworks.
Step 6: Learners discuss the online shop.

Conclusion
Learners practise using tools to market artworks.

Suggested answers to activities and exercises
Activity 31.1
Facilitate the exhibition of the work they have done. Help them without interfering with
their plans. Your task is to determine if they understand what they have learnt.
Activity 31.2
Facilitate the discussion. David and Chris are examples of artists struggling to do the
right thing. They are also meant to show learners how easy it is to end up in hot water
as an artist. Your task is to determine if they understand what they have learnt and can
apply new knowledge.
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Activity 31.3
Ensure they show grasp of key concepts and ideas taught.

End of chapter questions
1. B		2. A		3. D		4. B		5. C
6-10. Accept any answers that show a good understanding of key ideas and concepts
taught.

Practical activities suggestions

Accept answers that show good grasp of concepts taught.
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Topic 5: Enterprise skills
CHAPTER 32

Finding work in theatre or making theatre business
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a) identify different careers in theatre arts.
b) design and make and market costumes and props.
c) make a performance for a paying audience.
d) observe business ethics, soft skills, unhu/Ubuntu/vumunhu and copyright
protection

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners are aware that one can build a successful career in theatre.
b) They are aware that theatre jobs have different job descriptions.
c) Learners have been taught that one can make or create a play and perform it for a
fee paying audience.
d) They have been taught that they cannot take work created by others and use it as
they wish, and know why.
e) They are aware that theatre costumes and props can be designed for business.
f) Learners are aware that theatre is a business with set rules and standards.

Background information and useful teaching notes
[NOTE: The syllabus demands that the learners actually prepare (and rehearse),
produce, market and stage a theatrical performance so this will need a lot of
facilitating and supervision (not to mention pro-activeness on your part as the teacher.]
• Build on what they know and make new learning about applying knowledge they
already have.
• Learners are aware that theatre is a business that should be run in a professional
manner. This information should be used as a foundation of the different aspects
that are involved in running a theatre business.
• Learners are aware that costumes and props are used in theatre and that the
costume and prop designers are part of the production team. It is important to
expose them to the practical aspects which they tried in Grade 4. They should be
exposed not only to the designing and making, but also the marketing and sales
part of the costumes and props business.
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Suggested teaching and learning resources
*This list is long but it is necessary to get as much of the items as possible.
• Audio visual devices – including a computer, smartphone, internet accessing
work done in theatre
• Images of people working in theatre
• A recorded clip of a theatrical performance and or film
• Improvised materials for producing the costumes and props
• video clips of old theatre where costumes and props of historical periods are
shown in the Learner’s Book
• Costumes and props to go with theme that will be chosen – can borrow from a
resource centre, OR costumes and props (which they made in previous lessons)

Skills to be developed
Appreciation skills; designing (of props and costumes); business skills (soft skills,
marketing, selling)

1 Careers in theatre
Lesson development
Introduction: Learners talk about the different jobs in theatre.
Step 1: Teacher and learners go through the jobs a) to e) in their textbook.
Step 2: The teacher explains what each job is all about and how it contributes to
theatre.
Step 3: Learners do Activity 32.1.

Conclusion
Class talks about what they have learnt about building a career in theatre,

2 Designing costumes and props for business
[NOTE: this is a project which may require FIVE periods depending on the time
allocation of each lesson. This means you can make it a term project which you have
to make time for so you can monitor progress and troubleshoot problems. You can
organize the work into FIVE parts:
• Costume and prop appreciation day
• Designing day
• Making day
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•
•

Marketing day
Sales and evaluation day

Lesson development
Introduction: learners talk about the different films and shows they have seen and
the costumes they liked the most
Step 2: Learners watch a video clip with different costumes from different time
periods.
Step 3: class discussion on what is required to come up with a costume, for example,
the storyline, the setting, the characters. They also talk about the tools or
materials required to design.
Step 4: Learners make costumes out of what they have collected basing on Step 3.
Step 5: Learners display the designs for class viewing.
Step 6: They market the costumes through different strategies that are suitable for
the area, for example, on line, posters, fliers, word of mouth. Whatever means is
used should have comprehensive information on the sale date, venue and time.
Step 6: They have a sales day.

Conclusion
Let learners evaluate the designs and sales and map a way forward.

3 Making costumes and props for business and marketing
them
[This lesson can be integrated with the one on different careers in theatre.
Scaffolding or reinforcement is required here. They should have lots of prior
knowledge on these ideas and concepts by now. Build on what they know and make
this about applying knowledge they already have.]

Lesson development
Introduction: Learners brainstorm what is needed to market costumes and props
Step 1: From what they have read from the Learner’s Book . Let them role play
team leaders who are coordinating activities involved in costume making and
marketing, e.g. marketing team, actors, scriptwriters, directors and costume
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designers – all these should bring ideas related to their department – what is
needed to make plans work. The main idea is to come up with a cost efficient
budget for costumes and props (design, materials to use, etc) for the play and
about marketing strategies to use.
Step 2: Help learners create a budget and a marketing plan. Read the text in the
		Learner’s Book to help with ideas.
Step 3. Learners begin work – using PROJECT steps as guide. This will unfold over
		 a period of time, so this is project work.

Conclusion
Evaluate work after 5. in the project work.

4 Performances for a paying audience
Lesson development
Introduction: This is a continuation of work covered in Grade 4, so recap the key
ideas they remember about performing for a fee paying audience.
Step 1: Go through the questions in their textbook, explaining why each question is
		important.
Step 2: As an ongoing project, learners can prepare a performance for end of term –
or they can use what they have learnt out of class.

Conclusion
Among your learners may be children who are great dancers and perform for their
family at times or even at community events. Stress that this teaching impart life
skills which they can use as they emerge as budding theatre artists! If they want
to stage a show at end of term assembly, help them brainstorm along the way or
troubleshoot.

5 Business ethics, unhu/ubuntu/vumunhu and copyright
protection
NOTE: Build on what they know and make this about applying knowledge they
already have on cyber-crimes and the unethical wrongs committed in theatre.

Lesson development
Step 1: Learners have done some business at one time or another especially in barter
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trade. They have also committed small “crimes” which are part of growing
up (hiding each other’s exercise books and pens, copying each other’s work,
etc). Let me ‘’confess” in groups.
Step 2: Let learners counsel each other on these “”crimes” suing what they have
learnt about ethics. Talk about cyber-crimes that they know centering on
business ethics, soft skills and unhu/ Ubuntu/ vumunhu and copyright.
Step 3: They discuss contents of some CDs, mp3 that they think are violating
unhu/Ubuntu/ vumunhu or lyrics of songs.
Step 4: Learners do Activity 32.3 with your help. In 1. Make them stop after each
sentence so they explain to you what they are saying. In 2. Highlight anything
they may leave out as they list common activities Zimbabweans engage in
that violate copyright law.

Conclusion
Ask learners why they keep going back to this teaching every year. Why is it
important for them?

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 32.1
Help them come up with the kind of famous movie or television star they can
relate to. That will help them grasp the concepts. Also make them they have
enough background knowledge on the star to impress – since the star is an
example (teaches “lessons” as per activity).
Activity 32.2
This activity can only happen over a period. Help learners plan as needed.

End of chapter questions
1. D
2. scriptwriter
4.10. These require paying attention in class. All the answers in their Learner’s
Book. Read the text with them for remidiation, as/if necessary.

Practical activities suggestions

This is about recall. Make sure they have good grasp of theatre costumes from the
different periods in history.
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Topic 5: Enterprise skills
CHAPTER 33

Enterprise skills in dance
Objectives

By the end of this chapter, learners should be able to:
a)
identify careers in dance.
b)
construct Zimbabwean costumes and props for business.
c)
create dance pieces for business.
d)
observe business ethics in soft skills (unhu/Ubuntu/vumunhu) and apply copyright
protection.

Assumed knowledge
You can assume the following:
a) Learners have learnt that there are many careers or jobs one can pursue in dance and
can identify and describe some of them.
b) They have also learnt that a dance artist can make a living designing and constructing
dance costumes and props.
c) They understand the need to observe business ethics and to conduct business in a way
that shows unhu/Ubuntu/vumunhu.

Background information and useful teaching notes
On careers in dance
• In this lesson, you should make learners aware of potential careers in dance. Inform
them in a way that makes them keen and curious – it would be great to have them
see clips of successful or famous or people who have had illustrious careers in dance.
Exposing them to live performances so that they can see and have real live experience
watching the dance process unfold.
• Ensure that you cover the different roles and key jobs that support the dance business
or dance productions.
• On indigenous and contemporary dance musical instruments
• Have an array of indigenous instruments (a variety) to show learners. Let them name
what they can first. Ask them if they know what they are made of. Do the same with
contemporary instruments.
• The aim should be to teach the learners to value the artistic and creative efforts that go
into preparing, beautifying and enhancing a dance performance – using instruments.
Teach them how the instruments that accompany are an important part of any dance
move.
• Teach them of the significance of each individual instrument, its composition and the
value it adds to a dance.
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•
•

Teach them how to handle and play a short song on the instrument
Besides showing them the different jobs, it would be great to invite resource
people from within their community – someone whose dance career will inspire
the children. Alternatively, the class could visit and tour a dance company at
some point.

On costumes and props for dancers
[NB: You have to show them dance performances on video or facilitate a live
show attendance, if possible so that they get the ideas the syllabus intends. Before
they watch a performance ask them to focus on props and costumes. After the
performance, ask them to highlight what they have experienced (the effect of
costumes and props especially).
• Impart as much information as you can on the different stages involved in the
production of costumes, props and accessories used by dancers. In addition to
that, teach them how to take care of costumes, props and accessories – so they
are preserved and maintained for optimum shelf life and use. Once the learners
appreciate how props and costumes are designed they will appreciate why they
need to take really good care of the paraphernalia.
• Raise awareness of how they can develop their creative/productive and
entrepreneurial skills by creating their own props and costumes – and also in
valuating and pricing the finished product.
• In the last lesson on commercial performances
• Focus on the different types of dance performances and how to get a gig. The
idea is to give the learners some insight into different performance genres and
the performance paths they can pursue and make a good living from.
• It is also intended to sharpen their choreography skills and to teach them how
to work with someone else’s theme and idea set, whilst being able to edit a
dance theme or engage in demonstrative dance. The aim is so that learners will
become versatile in the different forms of choreographic skills and presentation
or performance.
• Try and foster awareness of possibilities in the packaging of performances – as
well as how to budget their time and resources so that they get a good return
from a live performance. They should practice charging for a show.
• Conscientise them on a paying-audience’s expectations, how they should
practice and work hard to impress and why
• Conscientise them on why it is important to make sure they meet the demands
and expectations of a client who commissions a performance for long term
working relationships.
• Conscientise on the importance of having a good business relationships.
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Suggested teaching and learning resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ICT tools for watching/downloading/recording performances and pictures and
of musicians playing instruments.
video clips of careers in dance such as a managers, teachers, dancers and
choreographers.
flash cards showing different careers in dance ( dance choreographer/manager
etc)
Resource persons
Live performances; live instruments; Pictures/flashcards of traditional
instruments (drums/rattles etc); pictures/flashcards of contemporary instruments
Recorded songs
Samples of different dance instruments / costumes / props
Raw materials for instrument/prop construction(string, glue, paint, seeds,
buttons ,large needles , Feathers,cloth, newspapers,and other resources)
video clips of how to make dance costumes/props (i.e. skirts and headgears)
flashcards showing pictures of different costumes worn in different Zimbabwean
cultures
Sample costumes ( costume pieces)

1 Careers in dance
[NOTE: This is scaffolding of knowledge and ideas learnt since Grade 1. Do not
repeat known knowledge so learners do not get bored!]

Lesson development
Introduction: Talk about the collage of pictures in the Learner’s Book.
Step 1: Discuss the duties of different dance artists and the impact of each job on a
dance and a dance performance.
Step 2: Put learners into four groups – each will look at a different artist named
on pages 332-337 of the Learner’s Book. They will read and discuss each
artists and report back to class.
Step 3: Report back session on what the work of the artists entail. If you can, invite
different resource persons representing dance teachers, managers,
choreographers, etc., to talk to the class. Allow them to be interviewed by
the children.
Step 3: Learners do Activity 33.1 on page 338 of the Learner’s Book.

Conclusion
Ask each group to say which dance career they like the most and why.
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2 Indigenous and contemporary dance musical instruments
Lesson development
Introduction: Let learners study the instruments shown in the Learner’s Book. Ask
them to identify the ones they have played or know well.
Step 1: In groups, learners read text on the various instruments and discuss the tabulated
information. The idea is to get them to know how they are made and the sounds
they make, this is why it would be good to have real instruments in class,
especially indigenous ones.
Step 2: Learners familiarize themselves with sounds of instrument; their texture, etc
Step 3: They make the instruments – this may take place over several lessons.

Conclusion:
Learners says which indigenous and which contemporary instrument they like the most
and why.

3 Costumes and props for dancers
[NOTE: In preparation for this lesson: ask the learners to collect local and recycleable
materials, etc (i.e. sisal; tree bark /hessian /plastic bottles and bring to class.]

Lesson development
Introduction: Put the learners into groups of 5-7 per group. Show photographs/pictures/
flash cards/patterns of dance costumes and props from different cultures in Zimbabwe.
Step 1: Get the children to identify/describe the dance costumes and props.
Discuss the materials used to make dance costumes and props. Show them
samples
Step 2: Lay out the materials at the front /back of the class and get the learners to select
relevant materials they need to construct their dance costumes and props.
Distribute the pattern cutouts for the learner to use as guide for dance costumes
/ props. Supervise the making of their chosen dance costumes/ props.
Step 3: Demonstrate how one should wear/use what they have made.

Conclusion
As a class, set up a corner for the display of outstanding costumes and props
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4-5 Comercial performances ethics and the internet
Lesson development
Introduction: learners says whether they have attended any live show by a dance
artist, or watched wedding choreography. They talk about how the experience was.
Step 1: Show short clips (i.e. dance dramas/ traditional displays/commercial dance for
dance videos, etc) OR a very good wedding choreography clip and a not so
good one.
Step 2: Learners list what worked well and what did not. If wedding choreography – let
them critique that as well.
Step 3: From experience and from what they have learnt, learners discuss how
commissioned work goes and how artists should prepare for live performances.
Step 4: Ask them what makes some artists fill up stadiums and why some always get
proor attendance – what could be wrong?
Step 5: Help them do Activity 33.2.
Step 6: Learners have been taught most of the ideas. From this new learning having
them ask you questions or seek clarification as necessary – the ideas of a
“trademark” and “bootlegged” work may be confusing.

Conclusion
Reinforce critical thinking and problem solving skills by posing a short simple scenario
where they can pick up further skills in intellectual property rights, or learning the
importance of protecting their creative ideas and business identities, or seeking the
permission of others who have choreographed/created material that they may want to
use.

Suggested answers to activities
Activity 33.1
1.
D		

2. B

3. A

4. C

Activity 33.2
This should be fun! Make sure every child is involved.
Activity 33.3
Make sure every child is involved in the role play. Also channel thinking so they
apply concepts taught and there is clear understanding of principle and ideas behind
trademark or copyright infringement and being ethically upright even when dealing
with those who violate copyright laws.
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End of chapter questions
1.
A		2. A		3. C		4. B
5.
B		
6. False
7. animal/impala horn
8. ethics
9. puts together dance story line; finds dancers; conduct research on dance moves
or styles – accept any good or reasonable answer.
10. Accept any good or reasonable answer.

Practical activities suggestions

Divide the class into groups of 8-9. Give them stationery to work with, including
coloured pencils. Provide a few picture patterns which they can use as a guide or for
inspiration. You can do this over a few lessons so they perfect their choreographies
and their costumes. In the final lesson, allow them to have a fashion show and to
showcase their moves to the whole school.
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